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Bÿdrolydia of lac reel# yield# a mixture of acid# among 
which only two - aleuritio (up to 40^) #ud ahellolio (up to |%() 
have been adequately eharaoterieed and examined by eeveral 
inveetigatore* The work embodied in thie theeie repreeente 
some etudiee of the aliphatic acide in lac hydrolyeate» The 
preoence of a range of non«*hydroxy acid# (lol^)» 6-hydroxytetra- 
decanoio acid (not leee than l6""hydro%yhexadeoanoio aeidp and
another monohydroxyhexadeoanoic acid ha# been demon#tratedo The 
0«*hydroxytetradecanoic acid ha@ been ehown to be identical with 
butolic acid recently i#dated by chemiet# of the Indian Lac 
Research Inetitute but considered by them to be a hydroxy 
acid* The other acid# have not previously been reported as 
oonctituente of lac resin*
Kevereed-phase chromatography was found to be unsuitable 
for the examination of lac acid#;, probably due to their highly 
hydroxylated natureo
Dehydroaylatlon experiment# on lac acid# by iodination* 
deiodination and by bromination^debromination revealed the preeeno 
of hydroxylated tetradecanoic and hexadecanoio aoid#^ bromination 
debromination reactions also showed the presence of small amount#
of vicinal dihydroxy aoido of these two series.
Partition of lac acids between petroleum ether and 80^ 
aqueous s^thanol and subsequent examination of the petroleum 
ether-soluble material {1*195) revealed the presence of 
dodecanoic (trace)» tetradec«9~onoic and tetradecanoic acids 
(25^)9 hexadec-9-enolc acid (1)95), hexadecanoio acid (53^)t 
octadec-9**enoio acid (795) and octadeoanoic acid (295).
Examination of lac acids by adsorption, gas "-liquid and 
thin layer chromatography showed the presence of 6-hydroxy* 
tetradecanoic acid (d^ or more of lac acids), l6«*hydroxy-* 
hexadecanoio acid and another monohydroxyhexadecanoic acid*
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BIDDIES m  SOME AMPHAIXQ
COKMIUEITO OF SHJÎLMO

1I. iHE ponmiiom of m c<ii#.««i»«eerttT,-s*:rua.'R»7rVt'«*»**Sv;evwemra't«a3?<r4rïi».'s»8«eyiw*‘*5<a-a5arM<ras«S!»<i3rs»
Lac resin is a secretion product of the lac insect 
which is parasitic on certain species of trees in India 
and seme of the south east Asian countries©
The official name of the lac insect is lacoifor lace#* 
The family Is widespread geographically but the economic 
production of la© is confined to certain localities in 
India» Burma and Thailand where climatic conditions appear 
to be favourable to the insect. The insect is a natural 
parasite on such trees a® the palas(syn©Frondosa), Ber 
(syn.Jujuba) and Ku8ura(syncTri;}ug-a) in India.
When the larvae emerge from the mature female cell, 
they crawl along the branches » find a suitable spot to settle, 
and push their proboscis into the phloem tissue8 to reach the 
Bap juices. The secretion of lac» which is produced by 
gland© in the insect body» begins very quickly and, as the 
insect bodies touch and coalesce they form a, continuous 
encrustation round the twig.
The lac is ‘^cultivated'® by the simple process of 
transferring the la© infection to fresh trees with young 
mhoots. By treating trees :ln rotation and transferring» a 
few days before the emergence of the new generation of insect
is due, some encrusted twigs from the infected tree to a tree 
with fresh growth, a high proportion of the iuseet© survive 
and produce s larger yield of lac.
The collection of lac consists-in cutting off all the 
lac-encrusted branches of the tree. Aa far as possible the 
la© is then separated from the twigs by scraping or by twisting 
the twig to detach the encrustation» but the thinner twigs are 
simply chopped up into small pieces» and the aggregate of lac 
cells and wood fragments is known as sticklaco
Refining is carried out In two stages* The ctlcklac 
is ground to break open the cells and washed to remove sticks 
and the red dye (lac dye)» after which It Is known as seedlac*
The seedlac is then melted and strained and either poured in
thin films over cylinders or plates and» after cooling» scaled 
off in thin flakes» known as shellac» or it is poured into 
moulds to form ^button^ or garnet lac* This is the orange 
shells,© of commerce. White or blonde shellac is produced by 
deCOlourislug orange shellac with activated charcoal in 
alcoholic solution.
Bhellm#. is used extensively In the production of paints 
and varnishes as a coating for vmod and metal and in dielectric
compositions. It Is also an important ingredient in a number
©f anti-fouling paints, helping to régulât© the décomposition 
of the paint film, which makea fresh' toxic material available 
at the coating surface.
4II. OïlEflIGAX. COSSIIOTMOI OP SHEÏ.I.AC
A Reain Struotmeal and Hydrolysla
%Young ha© described the shellao of commerce aa» 
hard amorphous material consisting of a solid solution 
of several oomplex resinous condensates, associated with 
small and varying amounts of other products of the la© insect, 
in particular a red dye (laccarlc acid), a yellow dye 
(erythrolaooin), an odoriferous prlnelple, a wax a,nd a r@0ln"\ 
the latter being the portion of interest in the work embodied 
in this thesis.
A small portion ()95) of the la© resin is soluble in 
petroleum ether* Of the remainder about 25% le soluble in 
ether) this is a soft resin of acid value 100, molecular 
weight oa. SSOa behaving as a monobasic acid* The ether-
insoluble fraction is much harder, has an acid value of 55»
19%molecular weight ca*2000 and behavee as a dlbaaio acid.
The resin etruoture and hydrolysis of lac wa© Investigati 
by Knott^ who foimd that after addition of alkali to a neutral- 
issed 8,lGohollG solution of lao, the aoid value of the l&o rose 
rapidly from 66 to 125 unitso The hydrolysis then alowed 
down and finally ceased at a point corresponding to an aoid 
value of 1)6® This premature oeesation of hydrolyeie was
3explained on.the grounds-that the pr^seno© Im the solution of
BO many foreign ions (with consequent partial admorptlom thereof) 
80 increases the stability of the ^ mioelles that at a certain 
point, after the smaller anü less stable mleelles have been 
destroyed, résistance by the larger aggregates brings the hydroly 
bIb to a standstillo Hydrolysis only recommences on warming 
the solution, thermal agitation thereby resulting in a further 
breakdown of mleelles with a conséquent exposure to attaok of 
more hydrolysable groupa* à aimilar effoot. was also noted by
ÔWhitmore ®t al during the hydrolysia of lao with boiling 2W 
alkali* They found the rat® of hydrolyaia was much 8lovir@r 
using 21 alkali than was the ease with M alkali*
lüiott studied lao hydrolysis from the point of view 
of Mioell© structure and its ImfImemee on hydrolysis veloeltiem 
but Whitmore, Weinberger and Gardner made a detailed examination 
of the method of determining the saponification'number of shellac. 
They explained their reaulte on the basis that saponification 
proceeds im'three distinct 8tag®as (a) Immediate neutralisâtio: 
of free acid groups, (b) hydrolytic cleavage of easily saponifi­
able eater bonds euoh as occur in laotide or anhydride llmkagmm 
and (o) ©apcmifioa,tic3u of remaining eater bonds*
Chemical studies of the nature© of shellac to be detailed 
later have shown lac resin to consist' of & mixture of hydroxy
acidso Borne of these a©1dm are monobaGlo and others am 
dibasic g most of them contain mom than 'onm hydroxyl group* 
These are the functional groups necessary for the formation
Bof polyester® capable of Intra-esterlfloatlorn « It ha© been
known for some time that hydroxy mold© having the hydroxyl
carbon atom separated from the sarboxyl group by four or
more carbon atoms do not form oyolio ester© (laotones), but
lastoad esterify intermoleoularly with"the formation of
polymerlo esters. The way in which the commtltuent acids of
0 9%shellac are linked la the molecule is still imoertaia,
0Gardner jrfe . are of the opinion, hov/ever, that since 
shellac is a natural product, it ooataiaa laotones, laotide® 
and anhydridesp as well as inter-esters » but the evidence 
presented is too fragmentary to be conclu©iv®.
It seems reasonable to suppose that the eeteriflcation 
.process has already taken plac© to some extent in th® atioklac 
and that the subsequent heat treatment^ to produce ©hellao 
continues' the reaction to a greater degree* Hence, aleuritio 
a old and any other straight chain hydroxy a,c:lds present in 
shellac would form linear polyesters, and, since dibasic acid© 
are present, ester linkages are established between chains, and 
an infusible thr©e«àImenslomal structure is eventually built up
TB Goastitusat àcsids of ShellacCTRrssffST «■ g.trtirf? k my.ttuc?gasy.«gg^«g C3 vi»
Shellac contain© colouring- matter, a wax and the lao
resin, which is of parti©ula,r interest in the present imreetiga-1
tionso This resin apparently consista of polyester© produced 
from eeveral hydroxy-acide containing fifteen or sixteen oarhon 
atomso Hydrolyeis of lao resin yields a complex mixture of
aoids which has been studied by ©overal investigator® * There 
is general agreement over a limited amount @f information, but 
for the greater part there i® disagreement amongst ©evaral 
invest igatora «
The constituent mold# of ©hellao reported thus far, 
their isolation and structure, are disouased below* 
lo Aleuritio Aaido
This is the moat easily isolated aoid from the resin 
hydrolysate » advantage being taken of the low solubility of
its sodium salt* The yields of aleuritio aold are generally
, & 99 PIG ' i& , -,about 30%» though Gidvani claims 45%*>
18Aleuritio acid was first isolated by Tsohiroh and Fârss©5?
10 yin 1899 and examined more fully by Harries and .Wag@l (192{Î. /  »
who showed it to be a-trihydroxy palmitic acid (mop. 100-101^,
i smethyl ester, Mopo 69‘=’?0®)o Five years later Hagel showed it 
to be 9, 10, 16 trihydroxy palmitic acids
HOO%(C%)@GH(OH)GH(OH)(OHg)yOOOH
He oxidised the ©aid with omone or with )% alkaline 
potassium permanganate and obtained aselaio aoM, HOOO(CL^^ )<.^ G001 
and a ©yrmpy G,y hydrozy-aoid which, on oxidation with hot 
potassium permanganate gav® plmello àold, HOOG(0>L^ )0QOOE*
EaMdnits, Bohindler and Petr^ confirmed the presence 
of the two adjacent hydroxyl group© by oxidation of aleuritio 
acid with lead tetra-aoetat® in acetic ©old and obtained 
8-formylootanolo acid g OHO(GH^ )r^ OOOHo
Hagel ahd Merteno^^ further eatabliehed that two of th@ 
h^ rdrojqrl groups were adjacent by their reaotlon with acetone in 
the presence of a dehydrating agent g oxidation of the iso- 
propylidene derivative (ketal) gave a dloarboxylio acid, 
hgrdrolyaed by mineral acid to 9,10-dihydroxy hexadeoanedia&e 
aold (mop* 125-127^)o
10Later^. ifegel and Mertene converted aleuritio ©old 
into hexadeo-9-enoio acid, which on oxidation with potassium 
permanganate gave thr0 0 -5,10-dihydroxy palmitic acid (m.po B9^3t 
The solid olefinio acid was apparently accompanied by a non- 
crystalline aold which was oxidised to erythro-9,10-dihydroxy 
palmitic ©old (m.p. 125®)« This might indioat® that the aleuri- 
aold used by Magel and Martens oontaineci aoma erythro-9p10? 16- 
trihydroxy palmitic aold in addition to the threo-isomer.
©f a© 14 ^sm by
the ÿollwlpg 8© Mm# #f react lomms
G%0(G%)^GGOO% 4). G %  mOH(Gl]^)yG008E
|, % D  Hjl©a©
. I (te^O)gAl
ACgOo W33L
G %
A©0(0l|^ /g
%  )oGE(œ)GH(œ) (G% )^Goom
By this method, the tw© ferm® (m*po amd I02-=^104®)
®f mlemrltl© a©id hav© W c m  prepared* The lower melting f©ra 
w w  e W w m  to b® with th® wtur&l product which 8%g@mt(3
%t th system in m t m m l  mlemritl© acid tea the tàr©@<
â©configurât lorn. This M m  b@@n confirmed by Bummélecker, but
it Im ©till uncertain whether @r mot th# acid ±m optically 
0ac'tslTOo
A second @ymth@@l® of th® ezythro"» leomer of alourlAlo
i 0 9g|acid tea h@em reported by Mit ter et ml*'ctRtszzY* cA&wra
The availability @f aleuritio acM amd it© polyfimotional 
nature hav® made it a useful starting rmterial for the preparation
- 18 988D88of other compounds of interest ’Inolmllng eiveton®,
84 80eplambrettoli© a©id mid 0-octad@cenecliolo acid.
2o iBomer of Aleuritio Aold.jrLTu;ü:g»res35nA%z=2tt%rz::Mrf%J'Tyr»'"'P*^Av=?:J=tafe*Ai«%t—fRR-sw#
80Schaeffer and Gardner isolated what may possibly hmvm 
been the methyl ester (m*p* 63-64^) isomer of aleuritio
aoid) they based their tentative"oonoluelons on elementary 
analysis and East moleoular weight determinations* - The aold, 
prepared from the methyl eater in the usual manner had m*po 
97-97o5®o
Barnes also claimed to have separated another isomer 
of aleuritio acid, m.p* 89-90®» This product wâ© analgrsed and 
the number of hydroxyl groups wae determined by.preparing the
acetate eater and estimating its ester number* The acid gave 
m vlsGous ethyl eater which wae converted to a soft, semisolid, 
00lourlesB hydrasid© *
go Shellolio Aoido
Shellolio aold (m.p* 199-201®, decomp*,) différa from 
aleuritio aold in being a oyolio compound * The acid has attract 
a great deal of attention partly beoauB® several inveetigatora
have assumed that it© presonce in laa may have biochemical 
8 0 98 0aignlflcanoe"   and partly from the great difficulty of
obtaining definite idea© relating to its ©truoture.
80• The aold was fir rat Isolated by Harries and fegel in 
1922 from the hard portion of the lao resin* First they 
completely removed aleurltle &oid from la© hydrolysate & the 
remaining- aolda were then oonverted to their methyl ester©, 
and dimethyl shellolate xuiB separated by ©rystallissatiosi from 
a diethyl ether @0lutlorn*
An Improved separation of ©helie 11© acid warn olalmed by 
Gldvanl^^ baaed on the low solubility of alno ehellolat® In
hot water, and this separation is the one moat commonly u
6 % 84988its isolation.
@Pg)D8 6D@lother inveetigatora were nnable to r(
iROl&tlon of Rarriee and % g e l  and so o t M r  method^ for separat- 
Ing the acids have been developed, Init which have yielded 
product© of entirely different properties from those of 
ahellolio acid* Ho one has yet auooeeded In separating 
sheHollo acid directly from la© hydro lysate and ®ome author© 
were of the opinion that sheXlolic aold is not a primary 
isroduot of hydrolysisn but Gardner et al*, ©onosidez•..t W V tüTOir-tet
that sheHo11© aold Im one of the constituents of the Inter-est^
1 o
Gompoalng lac rosln. Thés© vorkoTB alao found that .the 
greatest quantity of sheXlolio acid obtainable from several 
different lac© In any quo experiment wao 3*6% of the lae reslmgI , .
this result is in clos® agreement with the finding8 .of Magel aaâ 
28Merterne *
The evidence presented for the structure of ehellolic 
mold has, until recently, been very frmgmehtary and IncomaluGlvo
3  Û  ‘ iHarries and Nagel, largely on the baala of the empirical formula 
0 0%  and the fact that the substance gavo two colour 
réactions, namely the Liebermann cholesterol test and the
Salkov/Bky-üessfô toat, aesigaed a hydroaromatio structure (ï) to 
shellollc acido
I
28Later, Nagel changed this? formula to a bridged 
naphthalene structure (îï), but presented no chemical evidence 
for his conclusions*
C G O H
I C *=^ 0 HI % |  E
c e o H
Dï fact;, at that time and until ve%% recently, the
only facts kno%vn about shollolic acid were that it was an
unsaturated, dihydroxy » dibasic acid of molecular formula
which, on hydrogenation, gave dlhydroshellclie acid
S4(c«po 178  ^ However» Yc-tcs and Field, two American
vcrkers at lacvard, finally proved by a carles of degradation 
reactions r. la k shelloXxc acid is a ses quite rpeno of the
5 s . .following structure (III) Y,lth the rare cedrene skeleton (V/g
|©©G
f i ' " " ' !  _
'  O N
C %
9Y
i Î I
!9
'^A'
14
The only other oootwin^ oompouad hitherto
reported to poeaese thrlFj. fôJxeleton is oedrol (;X?)p an intimât© 
relative of oedrene (V)*
58.More rooently p - Car rut hers, Cook, Glem and Gim@to%@
have.desorihed a serloG of ezperimentB whioh aupport the 
formulâtIon of Tatsa and Field*
4* Aoid© Related to BhoHolic Acid,WWW P R A A W n * 4^»<Uwes/wtlt"ewflle««je:i»;WTVtefl»WTtriir^îton>iF»Ci$flî^rsw£,'«tÔw*«'.»T»ir»VlX"'.'lTlWAl:»fWtfetaHtV*,Va#»<i55Klrkp Bp#@rrâ and Gardner isolated limited am©UB?>t©p 
too amall for complete.purification, of five different 
crystalline produots* Four of the products con&let^d entirely
of h©Kagonal crystals like dihydroahellollc acsid, and only 
the crystals of the fifth were cubic like shellclie aoldo 
From elementary analysis and the crystalline form they suggest 
these products may have been the followingg Two isomeric 
homologuée of dihydroshel.lolic acid, (m<,p* 166 and 266^), an 
isomer of shellollc acid (m«pQ 2)8 )^ and two isomers of 
dikydroshe.lIoiio acid (mopo 226 and 245®)" These tentative 
conclusions must be .regarded as very doubtful until some 
positive proof of the structure of these compounds Is' 
produced «
' . 8 9 'Bhattachànya and Gardner in attempts to isolate
. . . .  2 78h@llo3.lo a61d obtained acids m«po 91®9 which Bar.née ' considered
15
to the same material= The aeld, designated lacolio laetoae 
'by Gardner{, we,# amorphoim imd.no setiefaotory ©lementarj
9analysis wae obtained * This supported Barne© idea that the
8@# may Im a polyester of shellollc aeld, Kirk 'later 
showed that laaolic laoton® waa a of dibasic aoide*
In addition to the eompoumda reported above, there ar@ 
several other aolda which have been reported at one time or 
anotherp but none of whieh ham boon adequately coBfireedo ■ 
These are mainly hydropsy acids- though recent atudlea have also 
suggested the preaeno© of am aldehydle acido
Tsohireh and Lmdy claimed tè Wve been ^blo to break 
down the ether-soluble portion of lao into monohydrosy palmitic 
aoidÿ they also reported the possible esziatenoe of dlhydrosy 
palmitic aoid, but Gupto^^ was imable to find these" smbstaimeso
isolated two eample© 
of a tetrahydro%y palmitic meld (m@p0 1 ) 2 1 ) 5 ®) which they 
named kerrolio aoldo On soetylatiom with aoetyl chloride th® 
produot had am ester number of 500 for m tetraaoetyl derivative 
of empirical formula  ^ Both samples of a©M gave
hydramldes whose melting .polmts, molecular weights and 
oompositiom were In fairly close agreemento A mixture of both 
hydraalde® showed mo depression Im melting point, but when
- 0 DB@irdmer and hie colleagues
attempt® wer© mad® t@ prepar© otter derivative® of thlo a@Mo 
tte wo@ very Buoceptlble to the effect of heat and
alcoholic solution® of th@ a © M turned yellow below the boiling 
point0 indicating either docompoeltlon or polymerlsatlouo Im 
faotg when such solutions were evaporated to drynêaoo a clear 
yellow r w l a  was obtained giving further ©vidmmoo ©f polymerlaa^  ^
tioBo I© degradation react ions have W @ m  deoorlWd for this
@0In 19520 Bon Gupta and Boeog by fractional précipitâtlorn 
of the heavy metal ©alt©'of la© aoid©» claimed to have obtained 
a mono3%ydro%y monobaalo aoldp mopo 54'=55'^ » which they mam® 
but olio aoido This aoldp which appeared to have the molecular 
formula 9 was reâmoeâ to pentadeoanoio acid and was
considered by Bern Gupta and Bos© to be monohjdroay pentadeoanoic 
acid different from the known ll«hyrlrosy pentadoogmoio acid 
(m o Po 6)o5«=64®)« No further attempt has been mad® to loeat© the 
hydrosyl group and fuller and independent proof of the ©tmctur® 
1® desirablee
The preaono® of an aldahydic acid wa© recently claimed
 ^0by Kamath (mopo' of 2p4^dinltroph@nylhydragon@ 2)2®)@ which 
te named oTalari© aald and 1# reported present to the osstent
of in Jalarl seedlae, According to Kamath the empirical 
formula of this acid is- a W  the acid oomtaime on® {
carbo:^!, on® earbonyl in the form of on aldehydo» and two 
hydroag-1 groupe *
. ao*4&b@m Gupua £2. âi®p ueing Kamath%m prooedure report the 
presenoo' of am aldekydio aoid both in kusmi see&lao (2g)&) and im 
mhellao (10$^ ), but non® of these reported aMehydio oomstltûentG 
hae been adequately oonfirmed nor any evidence presemtod for 
their wssible atruotur® *
0 cm© lus ion®,
Aleuriti© (up to 40/^ ) a,md 8hello 11© acid© (up to ffjS) are 
the only oowtituent® of ©hellao whose structure has definitely 
been eatab11shed@ indicating: the presence of two % ’pe© of acid©
in Bhexxaco
The greater part of the- composition of lac is still 
unknown and the .various other acid© reported from time to time 
have mot been adequately oomfIrmod*
The work embodied In this thesis is mainly concerned with 
the aliphatic components of lac*
To Introduction of Thesis
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An attempted separation by Rovoreod-PhaBe 
Chromatography and Solvent Fractionation 
of Bac Acideo
fàé thlm InvestigâtIon viw t# i©ala.t© e%d
Identify m©Mm present Im la® hydrolyeato other than thoë© 
(mlenrltl® gmd ehellolle) which have already been idehtlfiedo
Most separations of lac aolde have b@@m based hitherto m  
the differing solnbilitio© of various metallic salts, In 
g©n©ml the#® methods are ims<mti®faetory# yields ar© poor» 
techniques chemically vigorous» and oeparation® imoompletoq 
Glearly» mor® ©ffioiosat toohmlgues are desir&bl© and 
pirns© chromatography waa first ©Kwtméo At the same tie© a 
smmpl© of la© a©Id® was separ&t®# into ©©veral fractions by 
colvent fraotionationo
In oolusm partition chromatography a mobile phase i© 
pereolated through a oolwm ©obtaining the stationary pha® 
on an inert support o For eatiefaotory chromatography the 
©tationazy phae® should be the solvent in which the oompounde to 
be separated have greater molubllity# they are them eluted by 
the greater volume of mobile phase in which they are leae soluble, 
Partition chromatography has been applied to the reparation 
of long ©halm fatty aoids by making the lese polar solvent the 
otationary phase, modifleatlom le kmovm as reveroed*
a%hl0 procedure warn first proposed by Howard and Martin»
m rm%0 @f aeetoaoe of Imcreaming ©.©©ton©
©omtemt m  ©tmtlomagy mmd "mob 13,0 phaemo roepectivolyo fto
m vm® h © M  ©m Eleoelgmhr mad© nom«wettlag by treatmmat
©cope of thii
S @8 0^  o@ D@ 09©zt@md@d by other Imwemtlgmtor© to tk© esamlmatlon of
fatty acids ®f vmrylmg ©hsim lengtho
Of greater Interact In tk© present ©©mmeetlom œ ©  report®
of thm somamtiom @f h
0
f a©M© by this methodo Savary amâ
®©sm©Il© separated di« and t@tmAyâro:iy acid® using ©mster oil
0 0©©ad B@©nu@ll@ and Bumat» umlag a
©5st©mâ©i this method t@ a rang© of hydrosgr molds, Mmtlc&o
tkia tmchnlqu® to ©©parmt© the mon@«» âl- and trihgf'drossy a©id© ©f
â âplant cuticle® whilst Gmmten© and Bykes have muecmssfmlly 
separated mem©^ and dihydro%y acids. It therefor® seemed appr@pri« 
at© to try and separate the lac aoM© In this wmy.
In the experiment® made» Kieselgiite made non^wettlng by 
treatment with di©hl®r©dim@thyl©il©n@ warn need a« the inert support 
and the mobile phas® Goaeleted of a range of aquaone acetone© of 
inoreaelng aooton® oontont o Castor oil and aoatylatod castor oil 
wera. employed a© stationary phasmm,
% ©  ehro!mtographio "behaviour of alemritio aoid» mhellolio
acid and lac aclda wmc oxamlmed but in all oaees umnatiefactory
re suit 8 w@r® obtain® d, Recoveries were low and th© o lut Ion
curve© a© determined by titration of 2 mlo oluatos with standard
alkali indicated that th© a®ids w©r© not being eluted In a
sharp band, The partition coefflolonto of aleuritl© and
ehellolio aold in various aqueouo acetone© wer© measured In order
0to determine the optimum eluting solvent but indefinite results 
wer® obtainedo
The difficulties encountered with these lao acid© ar@ 
probably related to the more hydrophilic natur® of aleurltlo 
acid (a trihydroxy palmitic add) and eheHollo a©id (a dihydroxy 
dibasic acid). It was reasonable» therefor® to overcome this 
difficulty by reducing the hydrophilic nature of the©© aoide and 
in this connection several preparations of aoetylated aleuriti® 
acid were examined, The chromatographle results were clightly 
more promialng with the acetylated acMa but the acétylation 
procedures examined were not aatlefactoryo These experiments were 
therefore abandoned and attempts were made to examine the acide 
after ramoval of the hydroxyl groups (see Part II)o
At the eame time am the r@v®rsed*=pha80 chromatography 
experiments were being made th© lac acid© wer® fractionated by 
a range of solvents, The lac acids which had been Isolated from
thé la© with particular ©mr© to avoid high temperatures or 
vigorous ©onditions were extracted suooesoIvoly with water» 
petroleum ether (40«6o®)» ether and othyl aootat®, Th@ 
was removed from ®aoh extract at a temperature not exoeedlmg 
40®, Those fieactloao wore used In subséquent studies,
The results Indicated a possible method for the preliminary
and other aolde of
this type are probably oonoentrated In the water oztraot and 
the petroleum other» ether and ethyl aeotate extracts should 
eontaln aelds of InoreaBlng bydrophlllo eharaeter, This typo 
of separation Is» of oouro®» far from perfect but differences in 
the (Bsstraoto are ImdloatW later (Part II)o
@ âteôatloils ofnork \ &
Eowa:îfi and I(a 
@pia
oil
Th® ©olveat w&0 :^ ®moTO^&s) OLesQK":
from the ©il and th® prod%et nmitx-nlfsmi by pa®sag©
u%8 obtained by aeotylatlom (aoetle
if the above x
grass oemi3l8t@â
11 im®il for was
batehooo th® ratio of ellloonleed klosolgohr to mt&tiema^ phaao
being lo4 for paraffin and lo3 for eaotor @11 or ao@tylated 
oaator olio

2 ^
Aimaratiamo
A photograph ©f the apparatus i® shewm ©ppositoo 
After loading the gampl® om top of the ooluiang ®3.%tl@m wag 
effected from a solvent reservoir* The elimt® ©ollwts ls& a 
small ©Iphom of 2mlo eap&elty (Plgo 1)^ a W  nitrogen gas protests 
It from atmoapherlo oarbon &lo%ld®o
?rom the siphon, the ©Itmt© pwaos Into # specially 
oonstraotnrod oell (Figo 2) T?her@ It Is titrated %%d@r a stream 
of nitrogen with OoOll m@th<mollo potao8l%m hydrosldog %8lmg 
an Agla«mlorom@ tor Bj^ ing® @@ m mlorobnrotte o the Indicator 
solution im®û warn bromothvmol bl%@o Tho sell was lit with a
baskgroimd of whit® light*
At th@ end of a titrâtlorn th@ liquid was drained from th® 
©©11 through a capillary tub© by moans of the apparatus shown 
In Fig* 3o
Ei^erlmc KSTLWirtanafssKSsrascjQhailûU© o
Gaator oil or asetylatod eaaitor oil Kloaelguhr mull warn 
poured Imto the eolmm as a slurry with 60^ aqueous ao®ton@ 
the packing was oompremsed at an ezoesm pro sour® of 5 QEi* morouryo 
The mixture of acldo to bo separated was added to th® 
eolimn In th® requis It© mull*
NITROGEN
I
/
_ y
FIG I. THE SIPHON.
AN I T R O G E N
Ng 'bubbles from D G rather than 
from D
light source
AB - light path
FIG 2. THE TITRATION CELL.
CELL
to vacuum
FIG 3 . VACUUM D R A IN .
.'f 'A"
whieh gesembleâ t]
Iby th® method of G%&©tom® arnê B
opérâtlag
@
(200 mlo.).,o@2itm 
Wtho
(200 go) Wl
Qoâlim h^dro%ld@ 
hgrdz'olyel® wae a:
m dlooolTOd la water
go) hy warmlag qm a 
to prooeeê %t room
h^dro%id@ (gJ^ s 2gO mlo) and th® llqald filtered through 
Iguhro The lasolahl® sodima aalt retalaed om the filter 
disaolvoâ la th® mlalmam qimatlty of hot water @ad th® hot 
@el%tlom filtered o The ooâiam sait @%ystalllsod a® a hrom% 
powder ( 2 4  @« ) & further or op ôf the sodlim e&lt (6 go ) wae
obtalmoê from the ooaoeatratod mother liquor®o Aoidlflo&tioa 
of th® aodlim ealta gave aleurltio aold (26 go) whloh was 
reoryatallieod fromethaaolswater (Isl) to give the pure aold 
(24 go9 mopo ]ülto^  ^ lOO-lOl*).
Bhellelio Aeido
Dimethyl ah®]
of
âéso
,o g
a r®flu%ed with a eolutlom 
0%oo@8 ) la water (15 ml*) for
hr, mlztur® was oooled and the mold llherated with th®
«sv
required amoumt of gaocEarb 22g roeim, nalag ©
rotas^ film ©vmporator^ water wa® thexi diotilled off imder
d pr@88ur© %mtil aa oil separatedo Gryatalllsetioa was
" ©©rateJaiag th® imsid® walla @f the b@ with
534 ^0)0 9?h@ aeid waga gXas© ro@
reery^tmlliseâ from water (Oo20 gop Sopo 212«21)^p Mt*% 202'^203®)o&8
Aoetylatio# of Al@%riti@ jWldo
Aleuritle aoM (3ol4 go ) was roflused with aeetl# ;mhydrid@ 
(606 mlp) for 5 hro Water (g mlo) was added aud th® miztur® 
boiled for a further gO mluo The product ws© @%traot@ê with 
ether and the ether estraota washed with water (10 % 100 mlo)g 
the ether was them %%mGV@d umder reduced preosur® and th® pr< 
@va@uat@d to oonatamt weight (go81 go g 8806^)0 The product h( 
am équivalent weight of gig (Theoretical value 450), This 
value wa© unchanged by washing with water but was reduced to 474
by boiling with water to destroy any aWiydrid®.
20Method 2o
A mizture of finely powdered aleuritio a®id (log2 go)p 
ether (8 mlo)p aoetyl chloride (5og mlo) and eufflciont aoeton® 
to make the mizture homogeneou© was refluzed for 2 hro Th® 
solvent was then removed and the product (lo75 ê!»p B3ÿ&) eztraoted
with ©ther 1%: usual Th# equivalent (860) wae rodwed
t@ 4 2 2  after boiling with watero 
Method goenexTttra^sts^ssrjtZi^sa^li»
A Mimtmr# of finely pondered alomrltic acid (log2 go)p
othyl aoetat® (gO mlo) and acetyl chloride (gog mlo) was allowed
to stand overnight« On# portion was evaporated to conetant 
weight (Oo7g go 9 equivalent weight 545)s the rosminderwam 
treated with water and @%tre,8t®d with other (Oo8$ gop @quival03it 
471)0
&vMethod 4 «
A hydrozyl containing oompound (4 mmole) and acetic 
Lride (2 Mp g mlo ) in ethyl aoetat® containimg perchlorie 
a©id (or pctoluenesulphonlo acid) as catalyst were allowed to 
react for 3  miUo at room temperature„ Water {2 mlo) wae then
added followed by pyridiM^water aolution (5s 19 10 mlo) and the
mlztmrm allowed to stand for 10 miUo Th© X ayaroxsy.!!
compoimd present warn calculatad from the dlfferemc# between 
titrations of thcî blank and sample with medium hydrozid® using 
ereeol redAhymol blue indicator* A summary of the results 
obtained for control oompoundc and for alauritie acid ar© given 
bolowo Th# results are ezpresaed as the number of hydrozyl
IPS ae@tylai6wu,
C5&&3-* g &'t. ■» J11 *i IMI> l v* W r.y tf*srrrR>#iûi3i=:59Cw*«3=p ■ÿrzüt*s«
at OyolohezancI Stoari© A o M âleurtti©Acide
Il I. I I ■>!! Il I   Il l'Tiii mt  Nil I i' I i 1^ "I H III I li iiwi Kill r 1^ iiin !«>> Il r I iiiii I I I II I ii I I I 1 .1 M I ' lin If ïiivi/M f I<ini'i iinwm ri," % i l'im ic# mwmu'wi n  i. »ii.i . i > i ii «
perchloric W'ô
I©
lo 
loG5 2o552o62
nom®A c M 0,
«ft> o
lo
ittiueffgtx:*rsLV*cffy»*i3e.*35,t&53au$ss%u
2.!
go
rjyïtL.tfjJvXA!/ttgaarafîJiR«Hffg?-»rtei«gj;r«rAJ.sara?.'a
Th® EcotylatloB of ©louritio molê w m  further ©zamlnod uBimg
various r@a@tlon timos© ■ fli® results ar© tabulated b©l©w
BoGiotlom Tlsa© l©o of 01 groups Ac© %  la t lorn 
[mlUo ) aootylatoâ
*^ w^ wjg!ggarajg»<<t«t<gx-5cff.-*.t.tti*wgirgsaga?*r:x^.->8aa»»fasgr.a=caay^g»ci;t?saarrf«gntis?afna::ÿttt.*ga-.grs=aa3^^
. 10 
20 
50
2o?2
2o94
(la 0
5olo
90.5
9Bo'i
910 4
loge 4
n^x! A *i; '. ruistc:.Ti vj; si";’ÆiîivviTiKe=ir»5?ïa r»sytrtgaasfe»gnsrra^.a-AS‘.A;-^»rflVfgjnfe*g5ya?cTraggar«aa?afmî5K
was
Om the baa is of th© above re suite aleur.it 1® aoii. trlaoetat© 
m  follow©s
Alemrltio acid (Oo3 g. ) was eMkea with the 
acetic anhydride reagent (g ml*) until dissolved mué allowed t® 
m m © %  at room temperature for JO mlm© Water (È ml© ) m m  added g 
followed by pyridine^water mixture (Jslg 10 ml©) and th® mixture 
allowed to stand for 10 miUo The product w w  them eztraoted with 
ether aad worked up im the u e m l  mmmmer to give the triaootat©
c:jti^ agaa2:>,«yTaycrigjy.;a&y>sftggat^gTr''irrnxv.rffq
Bageg» Bl@aâ© Shellm© (2© ) xms h^ éwol'^ m(Bà with 'fo
ala®h©ll© ©@tiœ hgrclw.sid© (IIO mlo ) wltWmt ©5st©s*MaI 
hemtlmg f©s» 16 hs‘o » ©as?© belmg talsoiâ that th© tempQœti&g© did 
m@t @%©@0& gO®o %h@ fs»©© a@id8 (lÿo^ ^o) ehleh w©$F© liWs'ateê %' 
pas 00^ th%»o%gh B eolmm ©3^  2gg lem<=»@%©hmî!(g:© %»08imp
Mmlec#* aft©!* ©omglet© ©TOp©mt.tei of th© solvent at m t@mp©FaWg@ 
met 40
m^mtograpWf *
@3Ep03cim@mtB wer© ©te:ci©d
theg sloœitl©
1 and 2o
n # i %  am ao@tylat@d oamtor oil oolusm
aeit mog mhelloll© a © M  @o%M h® ©lwt©do
1
Ümimg a oastor oil o o l u m  alem'itio aeld warn mot ®lmt©d 
la© ml%@& aaiâs w@F@ rameved ©mly im loRf ylold (40/^ ) with 
dofimod pemJm o
Th© tad alemrltio aoid (method 1 smd 4 ) warn 
®n a ©a@to.i? @11 amd am sootylated earn tor oil 
© elmtlom o%rv@@ w®s?è obtained bmt th#
Im all ca©®® w©© o
fgaetlomatloa of to© mi%@d a©ids.g?i;?iggfcVlJt^rt-^ *^WWL^ *»>.C5JtfCaKaXietr.jese«r=a£r<>33CL.ttiti3ajMfatt«w>c»a»ltnrw»*»»in»iav3*»tain*XWI|A«»i^ 2^;t5:vee^wt«
A pegtlom ef th© mismd a©id© (l§o2 go) vw  ©ztgaotod
a lE'smge of aelvmmt® by ahakimgp rotating ©r boiling imdor the 
©omditiomG ©et out in the table below* Botable material vm© 
reoovmrod by evaporation of th© molvemt mt tempe.ratnros mot 
©3s@0@di% 45®8p
¥o 1=(b 1o)« SemiaLg.ty.tg‘tf"-»y«rrtaa:Solvmmt siuertMm»T*»<F»<3is<atiSrirxss=z;tiwiMAr<CTj
I/X*TSB3SJ7S5UL‘X
Wat©5? 2 % 300 1§=.20'
Bzstraet
4» 40O0I 9 2vj O
P©tr@le« 
Ether (40-^ 44®) 40=* 44 ^
Ether 3 % 300
Ethyl AO®tat© poo OAO
OoT
99
3,.?6 (Uo2),
3.0Î4 (lo3)
Tt-sfarsrsrriirrGa.'ra/rarnt
crt^ïeeesrureri^ t»3-y:x3ac»ra.t<ïS7rg»ir-t*-n»-t^tfgJcS3T.ÎW?»gii ZKL'Sfss^ftsv 
«AiAa-<3r=='*f*oKaLw.a:ui3%c*wiat'aw#e»4K)ia-i% *iu
Oo 
O06'
(2
«&D(a) A wh&t® o^yotallime solid whleh separated dmrimg 
BoP* 93<»9§°p mi%@d Bopo with aloaritio aoid (mopo 99«100®)
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DISCUSSION
In the examination of natural hjdroxy acids, useful 
results have followed from the examination of dehjdroxylated 
compounds o In hi© ©tudj of cut in from plant©^ Matio reduced 
the ether-soluble fraction of outin to the parent acide by
an iociinàtlon « delodination procedure, Downing;g Krang and
1 0Murray@ in an examinâtion of the aliphatic oonstituonto of
hjdroljeed wool wax used a ©irailar procedure to convert hydroxy 
acids to the corresponding lodideag followed by further reaction©
to the parent hydrocarbons g these were than identified by
gas-1Iquid ohromatography«
Since the failure of Reversed-Phaee ChroFuatography
may be attributed to the highly hydx'oxylated nature of lac
acids g it wae considered that dehydrozylation would give more
illuminating result©« At about this time aIsog we obtained
facilities for gas«liquid chromatography (GoLoCU)«
lodlnation « Deiodlnation by Matic's procedure,
4Matrices procedure involving the reaction of a hydroxy 
acid with hydrogen iodide and phosphorus followed by aincp 
methanol and concentrated hydrochloric acidg has been applied 
to (l) aleuritie aoidp (ii) 9plO-dihydro%yootadecanoic acidg 
(ii:l) shsllolio acldp (iv) ether-soluble lae acidSj (v) stiiyl 
ac0'ka-fe®~rsolutole lae acrid© ^ ('«'i) lae Ri.lsed acids and (-yii) ethyl
aoetat© - Insoluble lao acids,
(i) Aleuritic Acid
Al@urit:l© aoid gave methyl hexadeoanoate a© 
expectedo ât first the yield was low (40^) because 
méthylation was Incomplete but when the product was 
r©«egiterifled this rose to 60^, Following Batiog the pi'oduct 
waa examinâtad only after percolation through alumina) it 
was later discovered that other products also formed were 
removed by this means (po)8),
(ii) 95? 10«Dihydrozyoctadecanoic acido'  ^ i*vrt*'-fa»twxsttiaa9»5aarTCamqt»<jtat«»j»i»*»a’».-i«gtvlXgatfw*y>Btg«rocaij3-wwtw,y<<«yrte^nrFtyw8i-3pattg^»l^t*^;ti
A similar reaction with 9g10-dlhydroxyoctadecanoic 
acid yielded the expected methyl octadeoanoat®,
(ill) Shellolic acid.
With dimethyl ohellolateg no definite results were
(iv) The ©ther-Bolubl© lac acids (see po 52)* ' L_i_~ ' • j-II-~in~ i~ ' 1-11 I iiTrr       111T-' ■■
When this fraction of lac acids was dehydroxylatodg 
GoLoGo showed the product to be very complex. Many peaks 
(l6“25) have been observed and it has not been possible to 
designate the majority of these,
Examination of the dehydroxylatod product by urea 
adduct formation or hydrogenation or R,PoC, gave little usoful 
Information, The major components had carbon nimbers of
l4oÜg I6o0g 17o5» ISoOg- 18'o5 20eO aud an attempt has W e n
made to desginate only these,
Garbon numbor 14o0o«eesssrditirwjsîriV'# iux..Atfaurinaai^v.-A....'jJr:,igr.s?gCS!.‘’.*f^-2g1wfeK?SS*-JCT
This is probably methyl tetradeoanoate because of Its 
behaviour on GoL«Go and also on H,?oCo where it is eluted fr 
paraffin columns with 62fi acetone 
Carbon number I6o0,
This is eluted from a paraffin column (R,P,G,) with 
^ acetone and has been isolated, The melting point of the 
acid and the ester and its chroEiatographi© behaviour show it 
to b© methyl hexadeoanoate,
The remaining peaks are designated with less certainty§ 
Garb on Number Eluting solvent acetone
17o5 
2O0O
18 oO
18 o 5
on HePoC, columnr»* W-TS1S«BPi9t35H=*
40 ) 
40 )
53 )62 )
Possible1dent if icat1a i
Dihydroxy
compounds
Monohydroxycompounds
These must result from Incomplete reaction during 
iodination«de iodimition,
Hexa.deeanoi© acid would result from any aXeuritio acid 
present in this fraction and also from any other hydroxylated
Ggg acids, 3?he formation of tetradeoanolc acid Indicates the
presence of on© or more hydroxy lated a d d s , Acids of other
chain length either do not occur or are present only in minor
amounts in the ethex^-soluhle lao acids© Later experiments
indicate that the eater of carbon number 18©5 which occure
frequently throughout this work may be methy1«16«hydroxyhexa«
decanoate present as such in the lac acids and/6r as aleuriti©
acid or other poly«hydroxylated compound,
(v)@(vi) The ethyl acetate«soluble lac acids and 
and total lae acids,
Similar examinations of the dehydrozylated products from
the ethyl ae@tate«soluble and the total lac acids (po32) 
much the same results as in (iv) with the main coÆponente 
having carbon numbei’B of I4«0s 16©0 and I80
(vii) Ethyl acetate«Insoluble lac acide.
The reczystallised ethyl acetate insoluble material^
(po52) when submitted to d©hydroxylation also produced carbon 
numbers of I4,09 16©0 and 18©5 when examined by GoLoCo 0?he 
material was therefore concluded to be a mixture of and C^j^.
acids o
An improved iodination-deiodination procedure.
In the initial dehjdroxylatfon study of aXeuriti© acid 
the product was examined by G, L* 0, after treatment with alumina 
Subsequent examination of another portion of dehydroxylated
aleuritic? acid by L©G, without alumina treatment showed a 
more coniplicated chromatogram and attempts were therefor© 
made to improve the dehydroxylation prooedure© Xxi this
oomieotlong three portions of aleuritie acid were eubmitted 
to different dehydroxylation procédures and gave the results 
set out belowo
oretfïîn**»**aaiiîti
PROCEDOKE OdioGo Caiebo». WoSo
•lo (i) Hl/p (Raf<,4) 16.0
(ii) aetliratefi 2ïy4q«HC;i/bî% OH v. minor 17»5
(ill) methylation
!SSSext5*g»«rcr ft
,A. (i) I^/f (Ref.10)
(ii) activated Zn/s.qoïïGl^ GB^
(iii) méthylation
16.0
(i) ],/?
(:ii) activated Zn,
anhydrous HGlg methanol
16 oO
The chromatogram of product 2B was the most satleiactor^ 
and since this procedure involved reduction of on® reaction 
@tag@9 it was deeided to adopt this method in future
de hydroxy1atIon re a© t ions ©
The eth@r«solubIe la© aoxda wore examined by the 
improved procedure but the dehydi'oxylated material again 
gave the recurring carbon numbers of 14©09 16,0 and I8,6p 
probably corresponding to tetradecanolcp hexadecanoic and 
16«hydroxyhexade©aaoic acids, Separation of these three 
products by distillation was unsuccessfulo
Lac mixed acids were examined in the above manner 
and the de hydroxylate d product gave the following carbon 
numbers when examined by G, L, G,g
13o8p I4o0g I5,0g I6o0g 18,4i> I806.
The main peaks are underlined.
The dehydroxylated esters were hydrolysed and the 
acids examined by R,PoC,g but they could not be cleaaly 
resolved by this methodg probably due to overloading of the
columnso
Examination of dimethyl shellolate by the improved 
procedure again gave no clear results,
General conclusion from iodination«d.elodlnation procedures « 
The e fcher-soliible and ethyl acetate «soluble portions 
of lao acids and the lac mixed acidsp when submitted to 
iodination«deiodination to reduce OH groups g give complex 
mixtures in which tetradecanoio and hexadecaxioio acids have
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been recognised ass major components, Aleuritlc acid would 
give rise to the acid though other hydroxy acids of this 
chain length may be present. One or more hydroxy acids 
also be present. Acids of other chain length seem to 
be only minor components,
Later studies showed that tetradecanoic and 
hexadecanoio acids were themselves present among lac acids 
but these concentrate in the petroleum etheriseluble fraction 
and though small amounts were later shown to occur in the 
ether«soluble fraction it is not considered that these were 
sufficient to account for all the and 0^  ^acids obtained 
after cl©hydroxylation,
Bromination « Debromlnation,
The dehyclroxylatlon studies already discussed were 
based on an iodination-doiodination procedure in which all 
hydroxyl groups were replaced by hydrogen,
is.An Improved procedure involves (a) brominatlon 
of all hydroxyl group®p (b) a debrominatlorn reaction in 
which all vicinal dibromides yield olefinic compounds and 
isolated bromo«8ubstituents are unaffected (later experiments
showed that this was not entirely true)p (c) removal of
18isolated bromo^substltuents by iodination«d©iodinatlono 
The reaction is illustrated for aleuritlo acids
4 ï
HO (C^ )g.eH(OH)CH(OH).(CÎ% ),y.GOOH
(i) HBrs AcOHi, G.%80^ 
i (13.) GHgOHs HClStage 1
Br(CH3 )g CHBroCHBff(GH3 )^  0008%
Stag© 2 Zn, GH,(m
k )(
tag© 3
% ) ?  GOOC%
(l) .Walt aoetoa®
4? (11) Zm, GÎ^OHt HGl
GBs(G% )gOa « h% /V %
This procedure ahow© the chain length of the original 
indicates the presence of Œ-àioI groups, 
:* which could be determined by oxidation
hydroxy acid a
the actual position 
expérimenta,
This compound gave methyl ootadec«9«enoate (carbon 
number 1 7o8 )g with none of the corresponding saturated ester©
(ii) Ether-Boluhl© lac acids,
This technique was applied to the ©ther«soluhl© lac 
acids and the products examined by GoLoC, After bromination« 
debrominationg chromatography showed a large peak of carbon nu&ibG
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Igo 5 (Methyl @ smaller peaks of
carbon numbers l3o8 (tetradeconoate) and IgoQ (hexadecenoat®) 
and still smaller peaks of carbon nuab©3?s 14o0 (tetrade©amoate) 
and 16oO (hexadecanoat©),
Several lnter@Bting conclusIona drawn from these 
results are set out in the next paragraph© They are g however@ 
subject to the following assumptionsg and experiments were 
carried out (see later) to test these (:l) that the reactions 
proceed as set out above«for aleuritic acid without any 
by«product8 g (ii), That all the tetradecenoate and heza« 
deoenoate found after the reaction is not present in the lac 
fraction used in this investigation (this is not likely for 
the reasons already outlined in the iodina.tion«d©iodination 
discussion),
The bromohexadecenoate at the end of stages 1 and 2 
which subsequently affords additional hezadeoenoate la the
product expected from aleuritic acid© This is, howeverg 
accompanied by very small amounts of saturated and g 
esters which must be present in the original acids g and by 
larger amounts of imsaturated and acids probably 
derived from vicinal dihydroxy acids of these chain lengths,
A portion of the esters from the other«soluble fraction
of lao acids after ©tag© ) was hydrolysed and the acids 
examined by H,Pe.Co Separation of the constituents was 
imsuecessfulg probably due to overloading of the columns© 
During hydrolysis of these eaters the material of carbon 
number 18©5 (l6«hydroxy^ü»ad®oanoi© ester) appeared to alter 
to IToBo Methyl I6«metho%yhe%adeo«9'=0uoat0 was later found 
to have a carbon number of 17©8?but it seems unlikely that 
the conversion of OE^^OGHg would take place either during 
hydrolysis with alcoholic potassium hydroxide or during 
subsequent estérification with methanolio hydrogen chloride, 
(ill) Aleuritlo acido
Since it is important that the assumptions made above 
be examined rigorously the brominatlon«debromlnation of 
aleurltic acid was studied. During the cour EG of thee© 
experiments the carbon numbers of several possible products 
were deduced© % They are summarised belowg
16«0H
16«Br
16«I
16«MeO
16«Ao©toxy
Eexadec«9 noi© 
acid
iWo3
19o5
20o7
17o8
o2
acid
18,§ 
19 o 8
Bromination«de'torora:Lmtioa of aleurltlc acid gava 9 
in addition to the expected 16 « b r o m o h e x m d e a o i d g  
smaller amounts of l6«bromoh©xadecanoi©p l6«hydro%y«he%adeo«9= 
eaoiog hexadee«9^ ®x*'05l® and hexadeoanoio acid. Hydrolysis 
with aqueous potassium hydréxid© then fimiished X6«hjdfoxy« 
hexadec^noio acid (along with smaller amounts of he%adeo«9'= 
enolo and hexadecanoio acids) and the same product was ohtaiaed 
'by an alternative sequence In which the bromo acid was converted 
to the hydroxy acid via the iodo and aoetoxy compounds©
16«Metho3cyhexa.deoanoic acid was prepared from the 16«hydroxy 
a© id o
The hexadec«9«enolc and hexcadecanoi© acids accompany« 
ing the major products could arise from impurities in the 
original aleuritic acid or as products of side reactions 
and in this connection it was shown that bromination» 
debromination of pur© methyl 16«hydro%yhexadeeanoate gave the 
16«bromo acid accompanied by a little hexadecanoic acid. It 
is apparent that the isolated bromine atom is partially 
reduced during reaction©
4 6
GonelusiOB,
These experiments have revealed the presOnee of 
hydroxylatod G^, ^ and 0^ ^^  acids in lao hydrolysat© including 
the poaeibility of some vicinal dihydroxy oompounds (give 
2d@e to tetradeoanolo and hezadecanolo acids in the bromination- 
debromination reaction)© They have also shown several 
limitations of this approachs
(i) The products obtained and recognised give very little 
information about the structure of the acids from which 
they are derived and may result from several different 
compounds,
(ii) The complexity of the product which arises from the 
complex nature of the starting material and also from the 
presence of side reactions accompanying the main reactiong
makes interpretation of the results rather difficult©
EXPERIMENTAI,
Gas-liquid chromatography (GoIîoOo) was used to
examine the zeactlom products axid the retention volume (%> )
relative to methyl tetradecanoat© or some other standard was
compared x^ lth the values for known acids© All the chromât#
BOgrama were run on a Pye Argon Chromatograph with a Br 
ionisation detector© The columns used were either §» 10 o 
20^ apieson grease on alkal 1 «washed ©elite prepay
according to the method of Farquhar et alt and were used at*« CTîRjJ-Jirtlii»
1 5 0® or 200® with an argon gas flow of ca© 35 ml© minute © ■ 
Samples 9 either as liquids or as ether solutions, were 
injected by stopping the gas flow9 removing the gas leadg
discharging the sample on to the top of the column from a
0o025î> O0O5 or Ool^ilo pipette9 replacing the gas lead and
restoring the argon flow© - Retention times were measured
from the negative air peak and the results expressed as 
8 pgcarbon numbere, which were found from a straight line 
plot of log for a range of suitable standards against 
chain length of the saturated acids©
Acidic products were run as methyl esters prepared 
by méthylation with a f^o solution of anhydrous hydrogen 
chloride in methanol either for 2 hr©, under reflux or at 
room temperature overnight g or by estérification with
dlassom©than© in ethereal solution,
Eeversed^phas© chromâtegraphy wae carried out in 
888@ntially the same manner as described in Part Ig except 
that liquid paraffin colimns were operated at 35^ by 
jacketing the columns in the vapour of 2«ehloropropan© 
(b,po34o8®)o
The lodlnation-delcdlnatlon and bromlnat ion« 
debnomination procedures employed In this section are 
described initially with respect to one particular compound) 
the method of dehydrozylation for subsequent materials is 
essentially the earn© unless otherwise stated©
The alumina used was Peter Bpence (Grade ®E®)o
lodination « Delodlnation
Aleurlt :lo Ac id,
Aleuritlc acid (l go)9 hydrogen iodide (sog© lo?s 
15 mlo) and red phosphorus (O^lg go) were refluzed for 8 hr© 
with continuous stirring© The product was poured into waterg 
extracted with ether and the ethereal extracts washed with 
water (g % 200 nil©) 9 sodium bisulphite (5^ 0 3 x gO ml© ) and 
water (g ic 200 ml©) and dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate © 
The ether was distilled off under reduced pressure to give a 
dark«brown oil (lo55 g©)g which was dissolved In methanol
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(ig mlo) and refluxed for 4 hr© in the preaenoe of simc (1 go)
and ooBoentrated hydroehlorie acid (?o5 ml,)© The product 
was diluted with water and worked up in other to give a 
yeIlow«orange oil (1 go),
A portion (o©45 ) of this product was ohromatographed
on alumina (20 go ) but a low recovery (40^) was obtained) 
the remainder of the reduced oil was therefor® treated as 
follows8
The oil (Oo55 g©) wa® dissolved in ether (gOO ml©) and 
extracted with dilute sodium hydroxide (2N$ go ml©) and the 
alkaline pox^tion acidified with dilute hydroohlorio acid 
(2N§ 6o ialo)« The acidic material was then extx'aoted with 
ether and gave a colourless oil (O©#) go)» which was methylated 
with methanollc hydrogen chloride (5?^ S 30 ml©) under reflux 
for 2 hr© The product was poured into water and extracted 
with ether (2 >x lOO ml© ) and worked up Im the usual manner to
give a yellow oil (0©49 go)» which was chromatographed on
alumina (20 go)© The recovery in this case was 8G)S) both 
the petroleum ether (0©20 go) and the ether eluates (0©18 go)
were shown to be methyl hesadecanoate by GoLoO© and by
melting point (29o5^“50®) and mixed melting point (29©5«30®) 
with an authentic sample of methyl hexadeoanoate (29«5”50®)©
9 o.10«î)iàjdroxyootada©arioic acid (O©gO go)9 hydrogen 
iodide (oogolo?) ?o5 ml©) and red phosphorus (0@075 g*) were 
refluxed for 8 hr© and gave iodlnated material (O06I g©)©
This product vtam deiodlnatedymethylated Im one stag© 
as follows8
The iodinated compound (O06I go) was heated under 
reflux for 4 hr© with methanolic hydrogen chloride (Ig^s 50 alo) 
and zino (o©50 g©)© The product was poured into water and 
extracted with ether to give a white crystalline solid (0©49 go j 
which was ohromatographed on alumina (20 go), The petroleum 
ether (Oolg go) and ether eluatea (Oo29 go) were shown to he 
methyl ootadecanoate by GoL,G© and by melting point (36©5=57^) 
and mlzed melting point (^éoS-)?**) with an authontio specimen 
of methyl ootadeoanoat® (m©p© 3 6© 5‘-^3 7'®)o 
Shellollo aoid,etfXtAtiSX»»*x«rwu.,,623s«T?j-!
Dimethyl shellolate (O©g0 g©)g hydrogen iodide 
(s,gol©?g 7©5 ml©) and red phosphorus (0©075 go) were heated 
under reflux for 8 hr© and the resulting iodinated compoimd 
(Oo23 go) was dissolved in methanol (7 «5 ml©) and treated 
with zinc (0©gO g©) and conoentrated hydrochloric acid 
(3©75 ml©)© The product (0©lg g©) was esterified with
r*-
meth&nolic hydrogen chloride Ig ml©) and the ©store
(O0I8 go) were 0hromatographed on alumina (1$ g©)© Three 
fractions were removed with petroleum ether (2gO ml©) 0o02 go) 
petroleum etheiy^ethex* (Is I» 2gO mlo 0 OoO? g« ) and ether 
(250 mlo) O0O2 go) and thee® were examined by GoLoOo without 
any clear résulta©
Ether-©olml)l© lac acid®, (see Part I» po52)
A portion (0©26 g©) of the @ther«8oluh1@ fraction of 
lac acide» hydrogen iodide (®ogo lo7% 4 sil©) and red phosphorus 
(O0O4 go) were heated under reflux for 8 hr© and gave iodinatod 
product (Oc.33 go )o This material (Oo35 go) was deledlnated/  
Methylated in one stag® by heating under reflux with methanelie
hydrogen chloride (15^0 20 ml,) in the presence of zinc
(Oo55 go) to give a yellow«orange oil (Oo25 g© )©
This product was examined by GoLoO© and the chromâto« 
gram showed 25 peaks with the following carbon numbers (the 
main components are underlined)? 8o5g 10©1» 11©59 12©0» 12©?» 
14.Oo I4o5o l4o?g igoOp I5p3p l5o5g I60O9 16o3@ lY.o, 17ol, l?.^
17o5p 18«,0g 18o2g I8©5g 18o8p Igogg 20©2g 20o8p 21o0o
A repeat dehydroxylation of the ather-ooluble lac acids 
(2ol5 go) gave dehydroxylated product (I©89 go)» which wae 
examined by G© L,0, The chromatogram showed 16 peaks» vlzs 
9o3» IO0I9 llolp 12o0» 15©0» 14oOg l4oB» 15©1» 15o6g I6o0g 16©5  ^
17olg 17o5g 18oOg 18©5g I9o5o 20oOo* * eofftïSoi^«r»t*r4i^ swoww*» w^rr-tvtrt-vç^ n^»'  ^ *f* Af
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S’urthes’ i n v e s t ion oî the d.eîw-ds’OKylated produet.| — -rn at i I iii iiw  I MM *  f  imt* i> n  n<u i F ■»iiiii< Ti 7~ «i ■ nm W iiiyr nmr ii^ r r -m x fn ir r ,  r r — rr rirri r-mm  V irr r iinfr -‘ i r n n r ^^i i r  rT T ~ ^ * r ^ n —rTr «0
/ \ 0(1) ürea adduct formation,^ ' <naaaatL‘rta,’f.*tg|w.<8a«8«jtvw<HLgt«?MgJi-‘»m^ agrÆfigMggaaB.wgamiaw>j»&gi>»J
A portion (0«097 g») of the d©hyte©zylat®d material 
x?a© dissolved In methanol ( )  ml© ) containing enough u r e a  (0«50 g o )  
to saturate the solution at room temperature » and the solution 
allowed to cool slowly, The two crops of mrea«adduct obtained war© 
decomposed by dilute hydrochloric acid/water (Is 1» 50 ml©) and tho 
liberated estera were extracted with ether to give an oil (OoO) go) 
The non«adduct foming material (0,04 go) was recovered from the 
filtrates by extraction with ether©
Both products were examined by G o a n d  the carbon 
numbers obtained are given in the next table (p©54 ) «. There is 
little evidence of any useful separaticuo
(2) Urea adduct formation©
The remainder of the dehydroxylated methyl esters 
(1,75 go) was added to the material recovered from the urea 
fractionation» and the combined esters (I08 go) dissolved in 
methanol (54 ml© ) containing urea (9 go)® The solution v m  
heated to boiling and allowed to coClg three crops of oiyetals 
were removed and each adduct fraction was then decomposed©
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Fraction V/t© of inclus
1
.... V  . / A,:
3o42
L4o37
Filtrat®
Wt of recovered 
Oo?6
0.05
0.009
0.79
â
42
lo6
Oo5
50
From the ©harp fall in weight of material removed by
urea it was apparent that any reparation was complete after three 
cristallisations ©
The urea adducted and aon«adductéd materials were 
examined by G,L©0© and the result© are given in the table below 
with the G o Lo G © results of the first and second urea fraction- 
ationsp along with the carbon numbers of the dehydroxylated 
esterso Again» there is little evidence of any useful separation©
1 2
Dehydroxylated Material Materialproduet Recovered Recovered(2nd Exp to) from sMuct from
filtrat®
Matexûal Material Recovered Recovered 
from adduct frome-ft5fStt»u»a4ye.’i*’«»MMAwiVtttzrYmssteessfte»» filtrate
9o2
10.1 10=1 10=1
llol 11 = 1 11 = 1
12o0 12.0 12 = 0 12.0 12 = 1
IJoO 13 = 0 13=0 13=0 13 = 0
14„0 14=0 14=0 14=0 14=0
14.8 14=8 14.6
15.1 15=1 15.1
15.6 15=6 15.6 15.6 15.6
16o0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16=0
16 o 3 16 = 3 16=3 16=3 16.3
17 = 1 17 = 1 17 = 1
17 = 5 17=5 17=5 17 = 5 17 = 5
18.0 18.0 18 = 0 18=0 18=0
18 = 5 IB. 5 16=5 10.5 10=5
19=5 1.9=5 19=5
20.0 20=0 20.0 20=0 20=0
3) Hydrogenation,
This experiment wae mmdertaken to determine whether 
there v/a© any signifioant change in carbon number for any of the 
components,
A portion of the methyl esters (0,04 go) which formed 
a urea adduct (second urea fractionation) was dissolved in ethanol 
(20 ml,)» added to Fd/o catalyst (2oA 0©04 g o )  and the mixture 
shaken in an atmosphere of hydrogen for 20 hr. The oatalygt was 
filtered off and the filtrate evaporated to dryness to give the 
product (O0O4 g o ) o
A portion of the methyl esters (O0O5 go) which did 
not form an adduct was hydrogenated in the same manner.
The result® obtained after examinât ion of the above 
products by GoLoO© are set out below» along with the carbon 
numbers obtained previously for the total dehydrozylated product 
and for the adduot forming and non«adduct forming fractlouo 
Some minor peaks have been omitted from this table©
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Dehydroxylatedmaterial
Material forming a urea addmet,* warN* fMmfattfVKAarffc&rjTpftweA'jt&'TfAzazauïtaAir»
Before After
Eïâzaea-
Material not forming a urea adduet «
Before After 
liâisia» MiÉÆS.mp
14*0 14o0 14*0 14.0 14.0
14 O0 « 14 0 8 14.8
15*1 « 15.1 15.1
15*6 15o6 15*6 15.6 15.6
1600 16»0 16.0 16.0 16.0
16*5 16.5 160 5 16.5 16 0 $
17*5 17.5 17*5 17.5 17,5
I80O 18.0 18.0 18.0 18 0 0
18,5 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5
1 9o5 “ « 19*5 19*5
2O0O 20.0 20.0 «3
Prom a 8eml=quantitative ezcamination of thiB ohromato
grams it wae oonoluded that esters of carbon numbers !14*0, 15.6
I6o0 g 160 5g 170 5 9 1 80 Og 1 805 aud 20.0 urea^&dduotag and
those of €§a5?bon mrahere I4*8pl5,l amê 19*5 &o not form urea adduote
Examination of the urea ad&uot«formi#% material W  RoPoGot^ga»rw*»sj*ajwia m i.-*jsji .'iVhjeiaaR'g.t «csg?JttJJgtgÿg!
Urea adduot^formlng esters (OogO go) were hydrolysed 
by treatment with boiling alooholio potassium hydroxide (1E& ?«5 s)]
foT 1 teo The reaction mixture was poured Into water@ extracted
with ether and the ether layer washed with water. The aqueous 
extracts were acidified {dilute sulphuric acid) and the liberated 
acids (Oo44 g.) extracted with ether.
Portions of these were examined by R.P.G.g the course
of the separation being followed by titration with alkali. 
Appropriate fractions were combined and examined by G.L.G. after 
este rif1oa11on.
Fraction Slimte 1st E x p t . 2nd E x p t . G a r h o n•a=a rt*ti-V4ts:TMifTr=tfTs£gs;ss.'9. m . fjef-rru tig«-1 waa» «sss:«r>a;inj'fsic5*?««»fcSfi»<snexvi^r»»r^»«^ wr»S5ti4n*aBrdJE.'^#iz<i(% acetone) Hoe.(G »&«G.)
1 55 22 15»6, 17»5
15 19.5 2O0O
2 44 8
3 53 20 34 14»0» 16o3c
18„0
4 62 26 27 . 14»0; 18.0,18.5
5 67 24 26 16.0
^^^Thes® were carried out using $0 and 106 mg. respectively. The 
figures given indicate the percentage of material removed by 
each eluatCo
Fraction 5 shown to b© hestadecanoie acid by m.po 
and mixed m.po of the acid (6l«6lo5®) &nd methyl ester (29*)* The 
eater of carbon number 14.0 was shown to b© methyl tetradecanoate 
sinceg in the acid form it is ©luted with 62^ acetone (of. Gumstome 
and bykes ) .
Ethyl ac©tat©«^ Boiuble lac acids, (see Part I. n.32)im iirir.iiin rtFrtrrrirrir-rr rr  I I r r - T K i  l-lT-rr~i—Tn- f l ^T i Tr - m- r r ^nr — r r— i-n-n— —r— ^  ^
A portion (0.25 go) of the ethyl a©etat©«8olufole fraction 
of lac acids g hydrogen iodide (sogdoTs 4 ml. ) and rad phosphorus 
{0.04 go) were heated under reflux for 8 hr. and gave iodinated
material (0o2B go). This product (0o28 go) was &eiodlnated/
/ methylated,by heating under reflux for 4 hr. with mathanolie
hydrogen chloride (I5^g 20 ml.) in the presence of sine (OoTO go)
to give a jellow^orange oil (0.2 go).
This product was examined by G.IioCo before and after 
alumina treatment. In the alumina fractionation* a portion of 
the deliydroxylated esters (69 mg. ) was adsorbed on alumina (10 go) ax 
three fractions eluted with petroleum ether (150 ml.g OoOül go)* 
petroleum ether/ether (is 1* I50 ml.$ 0.009 go) and ether (i^O mlos 
O0O05 go)e the Go ho Go results are set out below.
The results are very similar to those obtained from the 
ether-soluble lac acids with the main peaks at 14»0g 16.0 and ISoJo 
The saturated acids appear to form a regular series C^Q,
9 (^ 10 c ^18 p apejct from the and acids* are
present in small amounts.
3)©hydro3cylat©dProductnr<iu>tgt3:fcfT.irt.«r.ntîtvyaa
XZ o 0
12.0 
.13.0
14.0iMWfîwaTOnanrtr »
14.8
15.1
15.3
15.6
16.0
16,3
17.1
17.4 
18.0
18.5MMfxaranoSW#
19.5 
20.1
Petroleum Ether Praetioa
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
Petroleum Ether Ether Eraotioa
10.0
n.o
12.0
13.0
14.8
15.1
15.3
16.0etrwsï^ /^îEBjtc-sîa
18.0
18^
Ether
Fractiontmixm* I#"*» I wwk m ’j.ntfjai,?sr.-i
10.0
11.0
14.8
16.0
17.4 
10.0 
18. 5
19.5
She maim peaks are wssderllned.
6o
hao mixed acidso (se© Part I* po)2)
hao mixed aeids (Oo54 g»)o hydrogen iodide (oogo lo7 s 
0 ralo) and red phosphorus (OoO0 go) were heated under reflux for 
8 h3?o and gave ioclinated material (O065 go)o The product 
(O0 6 5  go) was heated under reflux for 4 hr@ with methanolio 
hydrogen chloride (1 5 %  ) 0  mlo) in the presence of g Inc (l go) and
gave deiodinated methyl esters (Oo44 go) which were adsorbed on
alumina ( 2 0  go)* Three fractions were removed with petroleum
ether ( 4 0 0  mlo% 0 o0 2  go ) 9 petroleum othory^ther (is 1 * 2 5 0  mlo $
Go 10 go) and ether (400 mlo» Ô0O8 go) and these were examined by
G o h o 0 o
Petroleum Ether Fraction
0 toomat ogram 
showed no
Petroleum Ether 
Ether Fractionf«ar.S'wî»4««*w
14o5
160 0
Ether Fractionrcaacp rssfjs
10.2
12.2
13.6
14.9
15.6 
160 0tctufttrewtsnîfStT»
17.0
17.7
18.2 
20.6
'îhs aaia peaks are
Ethyl aoetate"»insoluble la© acide « (see Part I* po52).
A portion of the brown eollâ (0*45 &»6 #*9* 81=84*) 
wae dissolved in boiling ethanol* deciolourieod with animal
charcoal and allowed to crystallise from aqueous ethanol to g 
white plate# (m*po 86=87*)o Two analyeee of thia material 
the following resultsg
lo G H 0 (by dlfferenoe),
1 . 65*5 10,7 25,8
2e 62,6 10,6 26,8
requires 6$,1 10,6 26,)
requires 62,0 10,4 27,6,
Catalytic acétylation of the reorystallised 
material gave a value of 4o5 for the number of hydroxyl groups 
aoetylated,
A portion of the reoryatallised material (0,019 go)» 
hydrogen iodide (sog,l,7s 1 ml,) and red pheephorus (0,0l g,) 
were heated under reflux for 8 hr, and gave iodinated material 
(0,02 go). This product was deiodinate(^methylated under 
reflux with methanolie hydrogen ohloride (!%&$ 10 ml, ) in the 
presonoe of aino (0,25 g,) and gave the dehydroxylated product
( o ,0I 9 g o ) ,
Examination of this product by G,LoG, gave a 
qomplicated ohromatogram with the main peaks at 14,0* 16,0 and 
18o6* and was therefore oonoluded to be a mixture of acids of . 
varying chain length and was not further examined,
Second dehydroxylation of Aleuritio Aoid,   ..  Vvi wmm'B»"' m i n ir<—Wi«Sil« iHnr "wtaeaMg##» wao»
This experiment was effected to determine whether the 
dehydroxylatlon process could be improved,
Aleuritio aoid (0,95 g»*)» hydrogen iodide (o»go 1,70 
15 mlo) and red phosphorus (Od) go) were heated under reflux 
for 8 hr, and delodlnated as before to give the product (0,89 go), 
Examination of this material by GoLoG, before and 
after alumina treatment showed a oomplloated chromatogram and 
it was therefore decided to attempt improvement of this 
dehydroxylation procedure,
Three different dehydroxylation procedures were
examined 0
Portions of sine dust were activated as required as
follows8
To zinc dust (l g,) was added methanol (5 ml,) and 
hydrogen iodide (sog, 1,7» 0,10 ml,) and the mixtuz'e boiled 
for 5 min. The solvent was deoanted* the sine washed with 
methanol and dried in an oven at 110'®,
1. (Refo 4 using activated alno), Aleurltlo acid (1 g,)* 
hydrogen iodide (8,g, 1«,94& 15 ml,) and red phoephorue (0,15 go) 
were heated under reflux for 8 hr,* and gave iodinated product 
(1,56 go)o
This material (lo)6 g») was dieeolved in methanol 
(15 mlo) and heated under reflux for 4 hr, with activated ginc 
(1 go) and concentrated hydrochloric aoid (7«5 ml,) The yellow 
crystalline product (0,64 g,) obtained after ether extraction 
was methylated under reflux with methanolic hydrogen chloride 
(5%  50 mlo) for 2 hr, and gave the esters (O065 g,)* Examina- 
tion of this product by G, LoG, gave the expected carbon number 
of 16oO for methyl hezadeoanoate with a very minor component of 
carbon number 17,5,
2o (Refo10)* Aleuritio acid (1 g*)» iodine (5 go) @ud red 
phosphorus (1,22 g,) were heated at lOO'® on a boiling water bath 
for 1 hr, using an air condenser. After 1 hr, the remaining 
iodine was evaporated at 100® under reduced pressure.
The residue was extracted with ether* washed with 
water () x 200 ml,)» sodium bisulphite (5%  5 x 50 ml*) and 
water (10 x 100 ml,) and the ethereal extracts dried over 
anhydrous sodium sulphate, The solvent was removed under 
reduced pressure to give the product (1,25 g,)o
This material was divided into two portions and 
deiodinated methylated by two different methodsg 
Ac A portion of the product (Oo6l go) was dissolved in methanol 
(lO mlo) and refluxed for 4 hr, in the presence of activated gino 
(0o50 go) and eoncentrated hydroohlori© aoid (4 ml,), The pro= 
duct (Oojl go) recovered by ether extraction was methylated by 
heating under reflux for 2 hr, with methanolic hydrogen ohloride 
(5%  25 mlo) and gave the eater (OoJO go).
Examination of this product by GoLoOe gave only the 
expected carbon number of 16,0 for methyl hexadecanoate o 
Bo The other portion of iodinated material (0,6 go) was heated 
under reflux for 4 hr, with methanolic hydrogen ohloride (l$%
50 mlo) in the presence of activated gInc (1 go) and the ester 
(Oo$6 go) isolated with ether.
Examination of this product by G,L,C, gave only the 
expected carbon number of 16,0 for methyl hezadecanoate,
Since procedure 2B Involved one less reaction step and 
gave a homogeneous product* it was decided to adopt this method 
in future lodlnation-deiodinatlon reactions.
An improved iodlnation^deiodination procedure.
Ether-soluble lac acids,
A portion of the ether-solublo lac aeids (1 g,)* 
iodine (5 g,) and red phosphorus (1,22 g,) were heated at 100® 
for 1 hr, and gave iodinated product (1,05 g,)* which was heated 
under reflux for 4 hr, irlth methanolic hjdivogen chloride (ig^;
ralo) Im the presenc© of activated mime (2 go). The resulting 
methyl esters (Oo62 go) were examined by GoLoG, and gave carbon 
numbers of 14,0* 16,0* and 18,6* probably corresponding to 
tetradeeanoiop hezadeoanoio and a aoid* which could be 
I6=hydroxyhezade@anolo aoid.
In an attempt to separate this mixture the esters 
(Oo6 go) were distilled under reduced pressure (Oo25 mm,) on an 
oil bath at 185=220®» a little less than half the eaters distilled 
at 120=140®o When examined by GoLoGo the distillate showed 
carbon numbers of 14,0* 16*0 and I806* and the residue carbon 
of 160 0 and 18,6f, It. was concluded that no satisfactory 
separation was possible in this way, 
lac mixed acids,
Lao mixed acids (0,51 g,)* iodine {2,5 g*) and red 
phosphorus (O06I g,) were heated at 100® for 1 hr, and gave 
iodinated material (OoP5 go).
This product (0o55 go) was heated under reflip: for 
4 hro with methanolic hydrogen chloride (15%  30 mlo) in the 
presence of activated Bine (1 go) and gave the esters (0o20 go). 
Examination of this material by G,LoGo gave the 
following carbon numberss
14 0,0 g 15o 0* 1.6o_Q{) 18o4î> Aâêzâ®
The main peaks are underlined*
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The esters (0,20 go) were hydrolysed by treatment 
with boiling aloohollo potaeslum hydroxide (IN» 4 mlo) for 1 hr* 
The reaction mixture wae poured into water* extracted with ether 
and the ether layer washed with water. The aqueous extract© 
were acidified (dilute sulphuric acid) and the liberated acids 
(155 mgo) extracted with ether.
The acids (154 mg,) were examined by RoPoC, using a 
paraffin column and a range of aqueoue acetones as eluting 
solventso Fractions (24 % 20 ml*) were collected but the elution 
curve obtained from a plot of fraction number against ml, alkali 
per fraction showed the peaks to be poorly defined* probably due 
to overloading of the column,
Shellolio Acid,
Dimethyl shellolate (0,20 g*)* iodine (1 g,) and 
red phosphorus (0,25 g,) were heated at 100® for 1 hr, and gave 
a product (OoO) g,). This yield is much lower than expected 
and indicates either incomplete reaction or marked solubility 
of the product in water.
The above material (o,0) g,) was heated under reflux 
for 4 br, with methanolic hydrogen chloride (1%&9 10 ml,) in 
the presence of activated sine (0,20 g,) and gave a product
( 0 o 02 g o ) o
Examination of this product by G,L,0* gave no clear
results o
âBroaination = Debromlnatlom.
9 0 XQ-Dihydroxyootadeoanoic acid.
To 9p 10=dihydro%yootadeoanoio aoid (0,5 g, ) was added 
hydrogen bromide/aoetio aoid (d,l,25» 5 ml,) followed by 
oonoentrated sulphurlo aoid (0,5 ml,) with shaking and cooling 
The solid had completely dissolved in a few hours* but after 
16 hr, a small layer of oil separated) the mixture was then 
heated at 100® for 8 hr, (a further 0,5 ml, of the hydrogen 
bromide^oetlo acid was added after 4 hr,), water was then 
added and the pale red oil Isolated with light petroleum 
(6o=80®)o The extract was washed with water* dried over 
anhydrous sodium sulphate and the solvent removed under reduced 
pressure to give a yellow oil (0,69 g,),
The oil (O069 go) was methylated with methanolic 
hydrogen ohloride 40 ml,) under reflux for 2 hr,* to give
the ester (0,65 g, ), This product was debrominated by refluxlng
for 1 hr, with methanol ()0 ml,) and activated sino (5 go). The
unsaturated ester (o,4l g@) was isolated with ether,
Examination of the product by 0,L,0, gave only one
peak (carbon number 17,8) oorrespondlng to methyl ootadeo=9= 
enoate. No methyl octadecanoate waa produced In the reaction.
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Ether-aolubl© la© acids,
To the ether-eoluble lao aoide (2,72 g,) was added 
hydrogen bromide/aoetio aoid (d,l,25@ )7«5 ml,) followed by 
concentrated eulphurio a d d  (5,75 mlo ) Im email portions with 
shaking and cooling. The mixture was heated at 100® for 8 hr,
(a further ),75 ml, of the îàydrogen bromide/acetic a d d  was 
added after 4 hr,), The product (4«>42 go) was methylated with 
methanolic hydrogen ohloride (g% IgO ml, ) under reflux for 
2 hr, and the esters (4 go) recovered in the usual manner@
The esters (4 go) were debrominated by refluxing 
for 1 hr, with methanol ($6 ml,) and activated sine (11,2 g,) and 
the product (5,40 go) examined by GoLoO,
Carbon Number Probable Structure,
13.8 Tetre^deoenoate
14.0 Tetradecanoate
15.8 Bexadecenoate
16.0 Bexadecanoate
18. 5 Hydroxy 0%* ester
19.5 Bromo ester
A portioitt of the dehsjominatad product (0.9 g. ) was
iodinated by heating under reflux for 4 hr, in dry acetone
(45 mlo) in the presence of sodium iodide (2 go). Most of the
acetone was distilled off * water added* and the esters (Oog) g
isolated with ether,
The product (0,9) g, ) was delodlnated by heating under 
reflux for 4 hr, with methanolic hydrogen ohloride (5%  60 mlo) 
in the presence of activated sine (2 go)* to give a yellow oil 
(O08I go)0
Examination of this product by G.LoO, gave the following
résultés
Carbon Number Probable Structure
l)o8 Tetradecenoate
14oO Tetradeoanoate
15 o 8 Bexadecenoa te
16,0 Eexadeoanoate
18*5 Bydroxy eeter,
Examination of the de&odlnated
The dehydrozylated methyl ester© (0,55 g,) were 
hydrolysed with boiling alcoholic potassium hydroxide (IN)
10 mlo ) for 1 hr* The reaction mixture was poured into water* 
extracted with ether and the ether layer washed with water.
The aqueous extracts were acidified (dilute sulphuric acid) 
and the liberated acids (Oo24 go) extracted with ether.
Portions of these were examined by RoPoG« using a 
paraffin column* the course of the separation being followed 
by titration with .alkali. Appropriate fractions were combined
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and after ©eterlfication examined by GoInoO,
Fraction Kluate let Exot? 2nd Bxptf Garbon Hoe.
&  acetone) O.LoC.
1 35 3 10 14.0» 15.89 16.0
2 53 22 17 17.8
3 62 45 44 13.89 14.0. 16.0
4 67 30 29 16.0
^ Thes® were carried out ueing 122 and 118 mg. respectivelj«
The figures given indicate the percentage of material 
removed hy each eluate.
As may be seen from the results* no useful separation 
of the components was achieved.
The carbon number of 18,5 appears to have changed to
17,8 on hydrolysis with methanolic potassium hydroxide,
Aleuyltio Aoid,
To aleuritio aoid (0,50 go) was added hydrogen 
bromid^^cetic acid (d.loZ)» 7o5 mlo) followed by concentrated 
sulphuric acid (0,75 ml, ) in small portions with shaking and 
cooling. The mixture was heated at 100® for 8 hr, (a further 
Do75 mlo of the hydrogen bromide reagent was added after 4 hr. 
The product (0o84 g, ) was methylated with methanolic hydrogen 
ohloride ()% 40 ml,) under reflux for 2 hr, and the ester
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(Oa?5 ) recovered ia the usual manner,
The product (Oo73 go) was debrominated under reflux 
for 1 hr, in methanol (30 ml,) in the presence of activated 
ain© (3 go). The product (0,47 g«) was isolated with ether 
and examined by 0, ho Co g
Carbon Number Probable Structure
15 o 8 Hexadeoenoate
16 G 0 Eezadecanoate
18o 5 Hydroxy ester
19,5 Ga@ bromo eater (uneaturated)
19o8 0^0 bromo ester (saturated)
Examination of the debrominated material by R.P,G,
A portion of the methyl esters (0,26 go) gave the 
aoide (0,2 g,) on hydrolysis with boiling alcoholic potassium 
hydroxide (1% 6 mlo).
Two portions of these acids (33 and 110 mg* respectively) 
were examined by E,P,0@ the course of the separation being 
followed by titration with alkali» two fairly well defined 
peaks were obtained in each oase.
The two main fractions recovered from the second column 
were esterified and examined by G,L,G,* as was a portion of 
the original acids@
Beliroralnated Ee«eaterified aoids Fraotioa Fraction
l5o8 î5o8 15o8
16.0 16.0 16.0
17.8 17.8 17.8
18.3 18.3
19.5
19.8
It is again apparent that the material of carbon 
number 18.3 has changed to 17.8 on hydrolysis.
®he nature of these two materials and that of carbon 
number 19.3 elucidated by the scheme of reactions set out 
below.
â IPreparation of I6=Bgomoh©zEd©o=9=©noio aoid from aXeuritie. acido ' 
To aleuritio aoid (5 g«) was added hydrogen bromide/ 
aoetio aoid (dglo25» 75 ml,) followed by oonoentrated aulphurlo 
aoid (7,5 mlo) in small portions with shaking and oooling. The 
mixture was heated at 100® for 8 hr, ( a further 7*5 ml, of the 
hydrogen bromide reagent warn added after 4 hr,), The product 
(8040 go) was debrominated under reflux for 1 hr, in methanol 
(100 ml,) in the presence of activated sine (l9o4 go).
The product was isolated with ether and removal of the 
solvent under reduced pressure gave white crystalline material
(5olo go)o
Th© crude aoid was roorystallised from methsnol to give 
white plates (4®43 m,p, 42-4 3 Litt^ 41=42®)*
Méthylation of 16-Bromohexadeo=9-enoio aoid*
(a) with diaaomethane,
Diazomethane^ (0*2 go) in ether (5 mlo) was added to l6=hromo= 
hexadeo=9«@noio aoid (0«20 go) and the mixture allowed to react 
at room temperature for five minutes « The ether and exoeee 
diasomethane were distilled off under reduced pressure and the 
product examined by GoLoCo 
Oarhon Number Peak sis©
minor 
Vominor 
major 
minor
Structure
15,8
16o0
19,5
lgo8
Hexadecenoate 
Hexadecanoate 
w  =Br Bexadeccnoate 
W  "»Br EexadwGuno&te
(b) with methanolic hydrogen chloride,
lô-Bromohexadeo^g-encio acid (0,20 go)-was heated 
under reflux for 2 hr@ with methanolic hydrogen chloride (5%
10 ml,) and gave the eater (0,lg g,) which wem examined by G,hoO
Oarbon Number
15.8
16,0
19,5
19.8
Peak else
minor
V,minor
major
minor
Structure
Sexadeoenoate
Hexadecanoate
W  =Br Hexadeoenoate 
W  =Br Hexadecanoate
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Attempted Convergion of X6=Bromohexad©o=9-enoic aoid 
to l6=HydrOxyhexadoo=9=enoio acid.
(a) With aqueous potassium hydroxide
16-Bromohe%adeo=9=enoio aoid (0,20 go) was refluxed 
for 4 hr, with aqueous potassium hydroxide (2N) 5 ml,)@ the 
reaction mixture poured into water and acidified (dilute 
hydrochloric aoid). The liberated aoid was extracted with 
ether to give a white crystalline solid (0,12 g* » m,po )9"40®),
A small quantity was methylated and examined by
Oarbon Number, Peak Siae Structure
15©8 minor Eexadeoenoate
16,0 V,minor Bexadecanoate
18») major W  =0H Hexadeccnoate
l6=Bromohe%adec#'g=enoio aoid (200 mg,) was added to dry
acetone (10 mlo) containing sodium iodide (0«50 g») and the 
mixture refluxed for 4 hr, Most of the aceton© wag distilled 
off* water added » and the product extracted with ^ her to give
white crystals (0,15 g*# BoP* 45*5^46,5®)/
Carbon Number 
l$o8 
16,0 
19o5 
20,7
Peak ©Is©
minor
V,minor
minor
major
Structure 
Hexade oenoate 
Hezade oanoat @
W  -Br Bexadooaneate 
W  -I Bexaclooonoate
The above product was heated under reflux for 6 hr, 
in aoGtlo aoid (5 ml,) containing fused potassium acetate 
(OogO go). Most of the aoetlo aoid mao distilled off under 
reduced pressure* water added and the product extracted with 
ether. The solvent was removed under reduced, pressure to give
white orystals (0,11 g,g m,p, 27-28,5®),
Peak 8l88 Structure
minor Eexadecenoate
V,minor EezadecanoatQ
major W  "Acetoxy Eezadecenoat©
The product (0,11 g,) was heated under reflux for Ihr, 
with alcoholic potassium hydroxide (0,5N% 5 ml,). The product
after acidification (dilute hydrochloric acid)* was isolated 
with ether to give white crystals (0,08 go» m,p, 59-40®)«
Garbon Number Peak, s ize
15,8 minor Bexadecenoate
I60O V,minor Bexadecanoate
Carbon Number
18,2
I80) major OE Eexadecenoate
Préparation of. 16...hydrgxy^ hea:adgo^ _.;emi^ ^^  
16=bromohe%adeo=9=enolo aoid,,*#wmW'fw m w m w W r r  n,* ##,i m
l6-%rdro][yhexadeG=9^0noio aoid (0,7@ g») was prepared 
according to method (a) from I6=bromohexade0'*9=enolo aoid (I go)
16=Bydro%yhe%ad80=9=eno1o aoid (0,45 go) was dissolved 
in boiling petroleum ether (4O-60®» 50 ml,) and allowed to 
crystallise at room temperature. White cry a tale separated and 
were filtered off and dried in a vacuum deelocator over PgO^
(Oo) go» mopo 66o5-67o5® hito^  ^ 6g®), A portion of this
product wae methylated and examined by G.LoC, and gave only 
one peak of carbon number 18,) corresponding to l6=hydroxyhexa= 
dec=9"0fioiG ester.
Preparation of m@thyl=16=methoxyhexadeo=9«enoate from methvl-
l i d a â E ^ f e M â e s s â ^ a s i i ®  °
To a solution of methyl=16=hydro%yhexadeo=9'=e:ioute 
(#,15 g*) 1% mêthyl iodide (2ml,) and acetonitrlle (2 ml,) was 
added silver oxide (0,)5 g«) a vigorous reaction ensued 
which was controlled by cooling. The mixture was heated under 
reflux for 1 hr, after which most of the acetonitrile and 
methyl iodide was removed under vacuum. The residue was poured 
into water* extracted with ether and removal of the solvent 
under reduced pressure gave a yellow oil (0,1 g,) which was 
examined by G,I,*0, The chromatogram showed only one peak at 17
¥ 7%-
Preparation of I6=hydroxyhezadeoanoio acid from 
16=hydroxyhexadec=9-enoic aoldo
Pure 16=hydrozyhezadec-g-enolo aoid (0,12 go) with 
Pd/o catalyst (10%  0,12 go) in methanol (20 ml,) was shaken 
overnight at room temperature in an atmosphere of hydrogen.
The catalyst was filtered off and washed with methanol (3 x 5 mlo ) 
and the filtrates evaporated to give the hydrogenated aoid 
(0,12 go) mop, 93-94®)* A small amount of the product was 
methylated and examined by G.LoG,* and gave only one peak of 
oarbon number 18,5°
To determine whether any hexadeoanolo acid is produced 
in the hromlna11 on=debrominat 1 on reaction on compounds which 
contain an isolated hydroxyl group e«go 16=hydro%yhexadecanoic 
aoid* the following reaotlons were oarrled outs
To pure I6=hydroxyhexadeoanolo aoid was added hydrogen 
bromlde/aoetio aoid (d*lo23» 1 ml,) followed by conoentrated 
sulphurio aoid (0,1 ml,) with shaking and cooling. The mizture 
was heated at 100® for 8 hr, ( a further 0,1 ml, of hydrogen 
bromide reagent was added after 4 hr,),
The product was debrominated under reflux for 1 hr, 
in methanol (2 mlo) in the presence of activated sine (0@40 g*) 
and the product (0,0? go) methylated, Examinâtion of this
material by 6oL,Co gave a minor peak of oarbon number 16,0* 
confirming that palmitic acid is produced as a by-product in 
this reaction. The major peak* caused by 16-bromohe%adecanoio 
ester* had a oarbon number of 19o8,
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Studies of Lao acids by adsorption 
gas-liquid and thin-layer chromatography
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DIBCUSSIOn
Xo Separation techniques.
Attention wae next turned to poeeible methods of 
separating the hydroxy aoids of shellac without any modification 
of their etrueturee* and the behaviour of lao acide on alumina 
was examined* In this connection the work reported by Meaklne 
and SwindellB^ on certain acids present in olive leaves was of 
particular interest* These investigators isolated pplOplB- 
trihydroxyootadecanoio aoid (the analogue of aleuritic acid) 
and 10pl6-dihydroxyhezadeoanoio aoid after chromatography of 
the mixed esters on neutral alumina*
Silicio acid was not used as adsorbent because of the 
slow elution rate and it was decided to examine chromatography 
on neutral alumina as a means of separating mono-g di-g and 
trihydroxy acids which may be present in the lao hydro lysate* 
Preliminary experiments showed that methyl 12-hydroxyootadecanoate 
(igl bensen@@ ether)# methyl 9#10 dihydroxyhexadecanoate (98:2 
ether# methanol) were readily separated# each ester being eluted 
by the solvent indicated in parenthesis*
Experiments with the esters of the ether-soluble and ethy] 
acetate-soluble lac acids gave some evidence of separation but 
were of limited value because there was no adequate means of 
examining the fractions# each of which still seemed to be a
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mixture* This was eventually achieved by gae-llquld chromato-
graphy and by thin-layer chromatography and experiments in this
connection are described*
Gas-liquid chromâto^ranhv*
Relatively little has been reported about the use of
gas-liquid chromatography (G*I,*0*) for the examination of
long-chaln hydroxy acids probably because of their very low
voiatillty* However# several workers have
scexamined steroids and sugar mixtures by G«L*G* using silioone 
grease on oolite* The esters of a number of mono-# di-# and 
trihydroxy acids were available and attempts were made to find 
suitable means for examining these by G *1**0* by (a) modifying 
the stationary phase and or (b) modifying the hydroxy ester by 
chemical reaction,
Using columns containing either or 2|^ Apieaon 
grease the esters of several mono- and dihydroxy acids were 
conveniently separated and their 'carbon numbers' are given on 
Po95) With Edwards silicone high vacuum grease adequate sépara- 
tlons were also obtained but the results were not sufficiently 
different from those on Apleson 'L' grease to merit further 
examination*
Several attempts to find a stationary phase suitable 
for the examination of dimethyl shellolate and methyl aleuritate
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by GoLoOo met with only limited suooooa* The most satisfactory
column wae prepared by coating aold-waehed oellte
545 (BpDoHo) with dimethyldlohloroBilane eind packing the GoLoG* 
column with thle material g the inside of the glaes column wae 
Pretreated with a chloroform solution of dlmethyldiohloroailane 
to reduce active sites on the glass surface* Dimethyl shellolate 
then gave a reasonable @lutlong curve but methyl aleuritate# 
though eluted# gave a broader curve which was not completely 
satisfactory*
The possibility of modifying vie dihydroxy compounds 
by the formation of their Isopropylidene derivatives has been 
examined and some results are given on p* 95 * According to 
Ghristie# however# more promising results are being obtained by 
méthylation of the hydroxy esters*
t
technique of applying a thin layer of adsorbent 
to one face of a glass strip and using this as an iopen' 
adsorption column was studied by Kirohner al and was
19 919*18extended and standardised by Stahl, This technique#
now known as thin-layer chromatography (T*LoO,) was applied t 
the resolution of many complex lipid mixtures by Mangold
84*30*39 @9Malins and to lipid extracts of blood by Weicker*
Studies of various epoxy and hydroxy acids and esters
88 989*40 have shown that small differenooB in polarity of 
Bome iBomerio oxyaoide enable the iBomera to be resolved on 
thin-layer ohromatogramB * For these purposes the layers are 
about 250-275 yu thick and up to 1 mg* is used for each ohromato- 
gram*
A technique of preparative thin-layer chromatography was 
developed by thickening the layer of silicic aoid on glass to 
I06 mm* # when 50-100 mg, or more of a mixture could be separated 
on one plate by running ten chromatograms,
Straight-chaln esters containing none# one# two and 
three hydroxyl groups were separated using an elution solvent 
of the composition 50^ ether# 48^ petroleum ether# 2ÿ( methanol. 
This technique was most useful in monitoring fractions from our 
adsorption expérimente on neutral alumina,
2, Separation of some non-hydroxy and monohydro:%gr acids fromII I , 1II ni i i  n     m mu in rNAr r wrnr i n n i - m in im-Ti^^ i i i  n r^rm -r — #% ir  mr r i r i rT^i rn n irn# Tii, uTiniif inrr-i-r—  — - i , r f i " '  ‘  - - r r i f
mixed lac acidso
In the solvent fractionation of lac acids (see Part I# 
po52)g a small portion of the acids (l,l)() was soluble in 
petroleum ether. When this was esterified and examined by G,L,G 
it appeared to be a mixture of saturated and unsaturated non­
hydroxy esters. Subsequently acids of this type were more
48effectively removed by & partition process.
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Lac acids from 200 g« of ehollao wore partitioned 
between petroleum ether and ls4 aqueous methanol* Further 
examination of the petrol-soluble fraction (2*25 g,$ 1*1^) ie 
described later,
portions of the aqueous methanol-^'Soluble acids# after 
estérification# were adsorbed on neutral alumina and progress­
ively eluted with solvents of increasing polarity. The eluted 
esters were examined by G.LoCo and T,L,0, and there was 
evidence of several monohydroxy acids# of dihydroxy acids 
(poaalbly)g and of more polar compounds such as aleurltio and 
shellolic acidso
Further separation was effected by rechromatography 
with columns of alumina and by preparative T,L,G, using 
silicic acid. In this way a oompound having ^carbon number' 
16,2 was isolated in a pure state and two other fractions were 
obtained enriched in (a) esters of carbon numbers 16,2# 17o6# 
18,6 (fraction P) and (b) esters of carbon numbers 19o4*
20,5 (fraction G),
5p Identification of the
Gas-liquid chromatography of the petrol-extract# after 
©starification# showed seven peaks, This was reduced to four 
after hydrogenation, Quaintitative studies gave the results set 
out below.
G a x b o n  Humb@70
Before Bÿdros®nation
12.0
13.8
14.0
15.8
16.0
17.8
18.0
winuMvmfui/’jiAfter î^drogonat ion
12,0
I4o0
160 0 
IB o 0
m Main1j saturato d,
trac©
B t r u o t u r ©
2L
13
53
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Dodecanolc
T@trade8©noic 
Tet radeeano ie 
Hexadeeenoio 
He xadecanolo
Oetadeoeaoic
Oetadeoanoic
The imsaturatad acids are considered to be practically 
9 *& qentirely of the à class on the basis of the following
evidence, The acids were hydroxylated and the dihydroxy aoide 
produced from the unsaturated acid® were separated from the 
unchanged saturated acids and then oxidised0 The only dibasic 
ester x’acognlsed among the fission fragments was aselate.
These non-Jiydroxy acids have not been previously 
reported present in shellaco 
The hydroxy acid of carbon $mmber_l6o2
In early experiments this was mistaken foer hexadecanoic 
acid (carbon mmbez* 16,0) but when this had been removed it was 
evident that another acid with similar behaviour on Apieaon
columns was present to an extent of not less than 8^,
Various samples were isolated and it was shown to be 6= 
hydroxytetradecanoio aoid on the following evidences
(i) After iodination-deiodlnation the ester gave a product 
which from its chromatographic behaviour must have been 
methyl tetradeoanoate,
(ii) The hydroxy ester was oxidised to a keto ester the 
oximes of which were submitted to Beckmann rearrangement 
and then hydrolysed (p, 88 )* The monobasio acid (nonanoic) 
and dibasic acid (adipio) were recognised by SoLoGo
(ill) Samples of the hydroxy acid and its corresponding keto 
aoid gave satisfactory analysers.
This acid# forming not less than 8)6 of all lac acids 
has not been previously recognised from this or any other 
sourceg nor has it been eyntheslsedo It Is possible however
40that butollo aoid isolated by Sen Gupta and considered 
a monohydroxy pentadecanolc aoid may be a mixture of mono 
hydroxy and Gg^ @ aoids since this study has provided 
evidence for any aliphatic G^g acids * The 0^^ aoid 
described is compared with butollo acid.
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G.^(prentice)
t.   ..     « jme» ---  ---
58=58.5"
68.4 
11.4
Ojg (San Gupta)
54“55‘ 
69» 5 
11.5
Keto Aei&
m.p. 69.5-70.5® 69.5”70®
5fc 68.9
10.6
Butolle acid was reduced to a non-hydroxy aoid considered 
to be pentadecanoio acid* In view of its low melting point It 
would be Interesting to have chromatographio evidenoe of 
homogeneity*
Ohain length of
BeduoedButollo G&4 (^ 18Aoid
Bio po 48-49'' 54.4* 52o3^ 62,9
Acid value 2)0 246 252 219
MdoWto 245 228 242 256
Gi4 4\0aG (equimoieoular
48o)% e?
(Hast)
0%  (cils )î C H  (o h ) (CHa )<J C O O H
/ B O A &
CBg (CHa )î C O  (CHa L  C O O H
1^ HydT'ôsylasai®® Hydxoo^los’Ad© 
CCHa)îC - (CHs)4C00H Ot%COHa)ïC - (Cgg )* COOH
I -e- Il
W  « O H  H O  - H
Coiae, %  8 %
c» «33 CHa)4 C O O H
m Cchs
C %  (OH;3
l'S Ui H O O C  (CHs
#C^, ( C %  h W H C O  (OHg >4 C O O H a 14 COOH
H O O C  ( C %  )« C O O H
MydrolyalB
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A esg CcHa)iCOOH
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Bvidenoe is now presented for the presence of some 
other hydroxy aoid® thj^ough further information must be 
sought about the amount of these and the detailed structure 
of some of them*
After extensive chromatography on alumina columns 
and silicic acid layers fractions were obtained which were 
still mixtures. One group of samples (?) contained esters 
of oarbon numbers 16,2* 17*6 and 18,6 and another group (o) 
esters of carbon numbers 19*4 an& 20*5* The ester of carbon 
number 16,2 is the hydroxytetradeoanoate already discussed.
The mixture F when iodlnated-deiodinated contained 
a trace of ester and roughly equal amounts of G^ ^^  and Gg^ g 
esters, When oxidised (Gr%/G* 80^/acetone) the product
had oarbon numbers of 15,5# 16,9 and 18o8, Thin-layer 
chromatography showed the mixture F to oontaln only monohydroxy 
esters. It is oonoluded from these results that 16-hydroxy- 
hesadeoanoate# another hydroxyhexadecanoate and hydroxy- 
tetradeoanoate are present in this mixture.
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Structure assigned,
6-hydroxyt©trade0anoat@
Ÿ-hydroxyhexewleôanoate
16-hydro](yhe%adecBnoate
Observed carboniwim«m*aw w ijniwq A » m* <ey .* Miwimwimmif##*##number, Before & t @ r
Expected carbon number,,' * POa»WB,ttm'i « >Before Afteroridation.oxidation, oxidation,oxidatiea.
16.2
17.6
18,6
15»5
16.9
18.6
16,2
m,
18,6
These values are not known but it la noted that the 
change in carbon number through oxidation ie the 
same (-0*7) for the first two eetere listed in this 
table.
15.5
&
16,9
The mixture G (carbon numbere 19*4» 20,5) yiolde 
(trace)# 0^^* and esters when iodinated-deiodinated, 
ToLoGo shows it to contain mono- and dihydroxyesters as well as 
more polar esters. Oxidation gives aselaio aoid (poasibly from 
aleuritio acid) and estera of oarbon numbers 16,0 and 16,9* Wo 
definite conoluaiona are possible about this mixture which is 
atill apparently complex,
Butolâo Aoido■
A sample (70 mg, ) of butollo acid* kindly sent 
to us by Mr, 8* G. Sen Gupta of the Indian Lao Research Institute# 
arrived after the completion of this thesis,
It melted at 50*5-55* &%id at 50-55'^ when mixed with a 
sample of the 6-hydroxytetradeoanoio aoid (mop, 58-$8o5^) obtained 
in these studies* Chromatography of the ester on an Apieson 'L' 
column showed a single peak of carbon number 16,2 but thin-layer 
chromatography revealed that the monohydroxy ester present as 
major product was accompanied by smaller amounts of non-hydroxy 
ester (possibly hexadeoanoate) and dihydroxy ester*
The hydroxy ester was oxidised to a keto ester# the 
oximes of which were submitted to Beokmann Rearrangement and 
then hydrolysed (experimental details as for 6-hydroxytetradecanoic 
aoid previously isolated# see polll ), The monobasic acid (nonanolc) 
and dibasic acid (adipio) were recognised by GoL«Ga Therefore 
butollo acid is identical with our 6-hydroxytetradecanoic acid and 
is not a monohydroxypcutadecanoic acid as suggested by Sen Gupta 
and Bose,
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GoLoO* was normally of footed at 200'' uelng lov/er
peroentagoB of Aplezon 'L' as stationary phase (2| or %&)
than was normal practice with les© polar oompound©* The
column® were prepared in the usual manner using the approprlate
ratio of grease to oelite.
Oolumns coated with Edwards silioone grease were also
used* These were prepared as follows:
ioPretreatment of Celit© aûRvvnwsxîiTiieisasiKïïtraRttfeTsitcïftoiwciSdRssismweaeceewieieseeflWaiiWHtîæfl^KWiwiiiwttiahiftie
Ce11te was treated with alkali to remove silioic 
aoid# thereby decreasing the adsorptive properties of the 
oelite.
Dry, size-graded oelite 545 50 g,) was
suspended in methanolio potassium hydroxide (O,5Eg 400 ml,), 
After the mixture settled it was decanted and washed to 
neutrality with methanol on a Buohner funnel* The oelite was 
then spread on a porcelain dish and dried in an oven at 
lOO"»*
Edwards silicone high vacuum grease (25 &o) was 
stirred with ethyl acetate (25 ml*)# diluted with more ethyl 
acetate (125 mlo) &nd ethanol (125 ml.) added* The solvent 
was decanted and the residual grease washed withethanol* 
Excess solvent was removed by heating on a steam hath and
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and finally by heating in an oven at 100°« 
greparatioa of column <5?S).
Til® silicon© grease (1 g, ) treated ae described was 
dissolved ia enough chloroform to wet the protreated oelite 
and the mixture thoroughly shaken to effect mixing of the two 
phases* The solvent was then removed under vacuum on a rotary 
film evaporator.
The 5)S silicone grease celite/column was unsuitable 
for dimethyl shellolate# methyl aleurltate and other polar 
compounds. Two other typesof columns were therefore examined,
(i) To reduce active sites on the glass surface the inside of 
the glass column was treated^^ with a chloroform solution (1?^) 
of dimethyldlchlorosilane overnight# then with methanol. The 
plugs of glass wool at the inlet and outlet of the column were 
treated in a similar manner, This tube was then packed with 
oelite containing 2^ silicone grease, This column gave satis- 
factory carbon numbers for mono^and dihydroxy esters and 
isopropylidene compounds but methyl aleuritate and dimethyl 
shellolate were not eluted from the column at 200*,
(ii) Gelite 545 as supplied by B,D,So was washed first with 
hydrochloric aoid (OogR), fines being decanted off, and then 
with water to neutrality «
âs PISA silioon® coating was then sivpplied to the prepared 
©elite by exposure to the vapours of dimethyldichlorosilane in 
a partially evacuated desiccator for 20 hr, The silicon© 
treated oolite was then washed acid-free with methanol according 
to the method of Howard and Martin^ and dried at 110®, The 
inside of the glass column was treated as described above (i) 
and the column packed with siliconised oelite in the normal 
manner.
Dimethyl shellslate gave a reasonable elution ourve
when examined with this column but methyl aleuritate, though
eluted# gave a broader curve which was not completely satisfactoz
IBPreparation of isopropylidene compounde*
The glycol was taken up in acetone, a few drops of 
concentrated sulphuric aoid and some anhydrous sodium sulphate 
added, and the mixture allowed to stand at room temperature for 
5 hr. The solution was then rendered alkaline (21 sodium
hydz’oxid©) and the acetone removed under reduced pressure, 
Sodium chloride was added and the isopropylidene compound 
isolated with ether. The ethereal extracts were washed wi* 
water and dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate, Removal < 
the solvent under reduced pressure gave the isopropylidene 
compound.
Using the a.olimnè desoribed above the carbon numbers 
listed below were obtained,
Golumnsq
Chain length OH Groups Configuration
5)S and or 2^^ Apieson 'L'"" 
grease oelite
2)S silicone grease cellt (pretz^ated columii)
L&3 —OH 18,5 19.0
^1© 12—OH. 19o6 20.1
C&j) —OH 20,5 20.9
9,10 diOH erythro 19.4(18,2) 20.1(18.7)
^10 ) 12#15 diOE threo 20,8 21.1
9#10 diOH threo 21,3 21.2
9910 diOH erythro 21,3(20.2) 21.4(20.7)
9910#16 tri threo OEtetra OE dierythro
- (20,3) 
— (21,8)
= (21.4 ) 
= (“ )
Methyl
12—keto— — octadecanoate 19,3 19.3
C^g dibasic 17,9 18.0diester
Figuree la pareatheGee refer to ieopropylideae derivatives.
Using the silicoaised kieselguhr, dimethyl shellolate had a 
carbon number of 20,8,
Thin-layer chromatography (T,L«G) was carried out using
16*19 9&8the apparatus designed by Stahl and available from
Gamlab (Cambridge),
A plastic board (22 x 11) cm,) with retaining ledges 
(lo8 cm. wide) along a short and long side# wae placed on a 
bench ©o that the long edge faced the operator. The short 
retaining edge is now on the right side of the board, A glass 
plate (5 % 20 cm*) and five carefully cleaned square glass 
plates (20 % 20 cm,) of uniform thiokness and another plate 
(5 % 20 cm,) were placed closely together in a row on the board. 
The applicator was placed on the small plate in the 'open' 
position,
A slurry of adsorbent was made by thoroughly mixing 
silica gel G ()0 g,) Merck# a commercial preparation containing 
caloinised calcium sulphate) with water (60 ml,) in a stoppered 
round-bottomed flask. The slurry must be of uniform consistency 
and free of air b u b b l e s the time required for preparing the 
slurry should not exceed I«S| min. The mixture wae them 
poured into the applicator and the lever turned through 180® 
to permit the slurry to run out of the slit as the applicator 
was being moved smoothly across the row of glass plates on the 
board.
The chromâtopletefâ were them stacked in a rack and 
dried at 110® for 1 hr,# after mhlch they were stored in a 
desiccator over self-indicating silica gel till required for useo_ 
The adsorbent layer produced was about 250-275^ thick and very 
uniform in appearance.
Samples were applied in chloroform (5^ solution) using 
a micropipette# as 'spots'* (approximately 10 to one plat®# up to
1 ffigo each) about 2 cm, from the bottom edge of the plate.
The plates were developed by ascending o lution in a
tanJ« containing the required developing solvent and after
development (ca<> )0 min, ) the separated components of mixtures 
were detected by exposure of the plat© to iodine vapourg the 
components show up as brown marks on a white background,
For preparative ToLoC, the method was as described above 
except that the silica gel slurry (JO g, in 60 ml, water) was 
applied to one plate using a perspex frame 1,6 mm, deep. After 
drying In an oven at 120® samples (50 mg, or more) were applied 
in the manner described as a series of spots. After development 
and detection of the components in iodine vapour# the portion 
of adsorbent containing separated compounds was scraped off 
using a razor blade* The adsorbent waa heated in an oven at 
120® for 1 hr,to remove iodine and the organic matter was then
extracted with boiling ohloroform* The silica gel was filtered
off and the solvent removed under reduced pressure.
Using a developing system of Ether (5C^)g petroleum
ether (40-60®§ 48^) ^ d  methanol (2)S) it was possible to
separate mono-# dl- and trihydroxy esters.
Preparation of Shellac mixed acids,
Super Blonde Shellac (200 go) was hydrolysed with
aqueous alcoholic ®odium hydroxide (XB§ 1 I,) without external
heating for 16 hr, care being taken that the temperature did not
exceed JO®, The free acids (21)*5 go) were liberated by passage
through a column of Zeo-Karb 225 ion-exchange resin# and
recovered by complete evaporation of the solvent.
Separation of Hydroxy from non-hydroxy acid©,
The mixed acids obta,ined as above were separated into
two fractions by partition between petroleum ether (4O-6O®) and
metlianol-water (4s 1) which had been previously equilibrated by
shaking together,
To two portions of 60)5 methanol (2 x 1,2 1,) in each
of two separatory funnels was added about 10? go of lac mixed
acids|) 600 mlo of 80)5 methanol was placed in each of three
further funnels, Petroleum ether (600 ml,) was added to the
first funnel and after equilibrium passed to each of the other 
four funnels in turn. This was followed by more petroleum ether
99
(11 X 600 mlo) until little material was extracted from the 
methanol solutions© Aolds remaining in the methanol solutions 
(206 go) were then reoovered using a rotary film evaporator.
The twelve petroleum ether extracts contained 0,64#
0,39# Oc26# Ool2# 0,16# Ool4p O0I4# Oollg 0o09g 0,06# 0o07p OoO? g
(Total 2o2g go g lol?5) of non-hydroxy acids,
âPreparation of neutral alumina*
Weutral alumina was prepared by stirring Peter Spence 
material (grade E) with an exoese of ethyl acetate (2 1, ) at 
20® for 2 days* The alumina was filtered off and washed repeatedly 
with boiling water (5 1.) and heated at 2§0® for 2 days*
The behaviour of hsrdroxy aolds on alumina,
Aleuritic acid (1 g,) was treated with an excess of 
diasomethane in ether and gave msthy1 aleuritate (0*95 g*;
m.po 70.5.71.5", 70.71=).
The compounds chosen for examination contained one# 
two and three hydroxyl groups via0.0 methyl 12-hydroxyoctadecaneat@, 
methyl9glO dihydrozyhexadecanoate and methyl 9plOpl6-trihydrosy- 
hexadecanoate (methyl aleuritate). These were adsorbed on alumina
(i) separately and (ii) as a mixture# and examined to find the 
optimum eluting solvent for each class of compound *
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(i)
GompoOTâ Wtoadsorbed 
(&)
12-OH C Ool2
9#10 dlOE OolO
''10
9plOgl6trios G.
Optimum eluting solvent Wto recovered 0 (go) reoover#
Benzene-ether (1:1) 0,10
Ether-methanol (98s2) 0,08
Ooll Ether-meth&nol (9*1) 0,07
86
80
64
(ii)
OOJŒlpOIltodl îfiaTOo
3.2.OH G, a 50.51®
9,10 ai05 94-95" 
9«10,16triOH 70.5.71.5' 
®â.s
Wt. iïs solvent Wt.r@e%. m.p. %
mi%tw7@ ,.,.(aL   „ MSSJ
S&zl
0,05) Benzene-other 0,049 )0-5(isl)
0'.0§6 Bthw.Me thanol 0.050 94=95'(98:2)
0.059 Sther-raethsffiol O.054 70.’»^®(9:1)
It wae oonoluded that mono-# di- and trihydroxy oompounde 
©an be separated from each other from an alumina column with 
the above solvents,
Adaorption ©hromatqgrapto us ing eiliolo aoid,<g«M!W»3twtfrfetf»wf&aRte=g«gr*w»>^*<>*gW»g-^«<<S«wa!^gii'J*^ »^go3»cgsi»aaweb<WJ^
Silioio aoid (Mallinokrodt grade) waa treated aooordlng
@ 9$to the method of Hire oh and Ahrêna,
loi
Silioio aoid (50 go) was agitated with methanol 
(500 mlo) and then with ether (500 ml,) and allowed to settle 
for 30 miïXo The suspension was decanted and the remaining 
silicic acid dried at 50®*
Methyl 12-hydroxyootad©canoat© (Do086 go) was adsorbed 
on silicic aoid (I5 go) and ©luted (O0O5 go) with 64 ml, 
hensene-ether (75*25) in 4| hro Attempts to increase the 
flow rate were made hy mixing the treated silicic acid with 
hyflosupercel (2§1) hut a column made in this way from 15 go 
of mixed adsorbent had a flow rate of 20 mlo/hour for 
henzene-ether (jgl). This was considered too slow to be 
practicable*
OhromatOKraphlo separation of lac acids soluble in Is4 aqueous 
methanol as their methyl esters on aluiuina columns*<. ..A>.t:t.»«juiia ia»'A»«tg a »g^»^>w3rMK»wggsaSÆaassJ3Jgrsrsr ' i m n mJW iw u ^ T i f f r ara&^a^ 'T T  M r-  r j'H 'r tw  i T w e a c
The acids were ©eterified with methanolio hydrogen 
chloride and then adsorbed on alumina columns and eluted with 
a range of solvents* The results are summarised in the following 
tables and certain additional information is given in footnotes 
to the tables*
Alumina chromatography of lac esters (4)*
Wto of esters 20*1 g* (Recovery 17=6 g«# 85#)
Wt* of alumina 200 g*
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Fraction Al &2 A3 M  A5 âS A? A8 Ag
Eluting B BE<50) E EM(2) EM<5) ESS(l0} EM(50) ffl solvent^ '
Vol.(l.) 1 1 2 2 2 2 g 1 Oo5
Wt.fjg.) 0.04 0.13 0.48 9.81 4.04 2.38 0.6? 0.06 0.04
0.2 0.6 2.5 47.3 19.5 11.2 S.2 0.3 0.2
^ B ” !>®nsea®i, E ether, M « methaaol§ the figure la paranthsals 
indicatea the percentage (hy volume) of the second eoapoasnt 
the solvent mixture.
Fractions 1 and 2 were examined by G,IioC, before and 
after hydrogenation. All the chromatograme showed many peaks 
and these fractions were not examined further.
Fractions ) to 9 were examined by before and
after reaction with acetone and concentrated sulphuric acid 
but no definite conelueIona were obtained.
FIG. 4.
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Th© results obtained by SoXi^Go are shown In figo 4
Develouin^ solvent «
505^  Ether
48^ Petroleum Ether 
2 %  Methanol
Component8 detected in iodine vapouro
key to the plat© is as follows (left to right)g
18-om 0 ithyl hesadeoanoate
9 910 diOE 12-OH "a©
Al A2 A5 A4 &5 A6 &7 A8
Bimetalehellolate 9olO diOB
methyl aleuritate
Tetra OH
Wto of eetem 220 mg. (Reooves^ X80 mg. 81^) 
Wto of alumina 20 go
â ü  èl.Â A L A
BE(75) ® BM(1)
Vol.(ml.) 100 ■ 100 100 100
Wt.(mg.) 24 76 7 0 12
^  10.9 5 4o5 5I08 5.9
.43.. 3tzrcti2i<CBeaS3s»
BM(2)
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m 3 ^ 'be'îiseasii E c ether, M « mothaaol® ths figureparentliosis indioates the perosntaga (by iroltuae) of the second component in the solvent mlztureo
Fractions 2 and 5 were almost a pure substanceq They 
showed one major spot on To Bo Co and one major peak of carbon 
number l6o2 on GoBoGo The isolation of further quantities of 
this material is reported on pol05 and ezperimente to determine 
its structure on p« 111 
Alumina chromatography of lac esters (B)
W^t. of esters 59o4 go 
Wt of alumina 500 go
Fraction
Eluting solvent
Vol:_ill
The remaining material was stripped off the column with 
methanol and was not further examinedq
Examinâtlorn of these fractions by GoBoG. (oarbon 
numbers l6o2g 17o6 and 18^6) and T@BoOo indicated the highest 
concentration of monohydroxy esters other than methyl 6«hydro%y< 
tetradeoanoate in fraction 13o
B1 12 _gi M 53
Ether Ether Sttoer Eth0S? Ether
1 1 1 1 1
0o49 0.67 1.66 3.89 5,11
lo2 6.0 4.2 9.9 13o0
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Alumina chromatography of lac esters (O)
w t. of eaters 115.8 go
wt. of alumina 750 So
Fraction 01 02 03 04
Eluting^solvent^ BÉ(50) E E E
m d i l i .g 1 1 1
I M M a ) - 47.47 9.01 1.88 0.60
40.99 7.78 1.62 0.52
1 = honsene@ E « cthoy» the figure in parenthesic indicatec 
the j^roentage (by voX.ume) of the second component in the 
solvent mixture,
The remaining material was stripped off the column with methane] 
and was not further examinedo
Alumina chromatograohy of fractions 01 to GA«
Wto of eaters 5®
Wto of alumina 7)0
Fraction
Elutingsolvent
D1
Ether
D2
Ether
%
Ether
D4
Ether
D5
Ether
Fol.tl) 1
lo'4^
log
1
8o)4
7o2
1
2o91
2o5
1
)o69
1
4ol5
3.6
The remaining material was stripped off the column with 
methanol and was not further examined*
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Examination of these fractions by GoBcO* and ToLoCo 
indicated that 3)2 was almost pure methyl 6*.hydrôxytetradeoanoat@ 
(Oarbon number 16*2) and that fractions Dg and B4 contained 
the highest concentration© of other monohydroxy esters 
(Carbon numbers 1 7o6 and 1 8 o ô ).
o of emterc 8 g, (Recovery 6o03 gop 7gg&)
:o of aluimlma gOO go
m  Ë i m È # % s ï^ i,8^ =Jjil= &x>
El BE(go) 1 OoOl 0.13
E2 B E (75) 1 0o03 0.38
S3 E Oog OoOl 0.13
E Ocg 00006 0.08
Eg E Oog 00007 0.09
E6 B Oog 00018 0.33
E7 E Oog 00069 0.86
E8 E Oog O o l W 1.86
E9 E Oog 0.2%9 3.11
ElO E Oog 0.644 8.05
Ell EM(g) Oog i .03 12.88
E12 BW(g) Oog 3.64 45.50
E13 M Oog 0.16 2.00
El% M Oog 0.007 0.09
5«;aÆ«sxaftffJt?^^.2îKi*r-s!mraa3&5txitoa3'«swe3ïrswrJ3afcxï£jsS3a3:7a<çi5sssstrs3s^
ZG B ® bengen® g E m etherg M  «» methanol g th© figure in 
parenthesis indicates the percentage (by volume) of 
the second component in the solvent mixture*
lea
Gteogatgggaphio segaration...of..
preparative ToLoOo
Selected fraction© from alumina oteomatography 
(E7*Ell)g shown hy TohoCo end GoI,*Oo to he mixtures g were 
further purified by preparative ToLoO® About 100 mgo were 
loaded on to a thick plate (1*6 mm#) and developed with 65^  
ether g 33^ petroleum ether and 2fo methanol * Exposure to iodine 
vapour ehowedthe presence of 4 main bands on each chromâtogram* 
These were scraped offg and the estera recovered and examined 
by GoLoCo The results are tabulated below, Fractions of 
similar nature were combined into 2 groups (mixtures F and G) 
for further examinâtiono 
Preparative ToL.Go
OriginalFraction 11 m 52 Ü â m i
Wto (flîgo ) 69 149 2 50 644 1052
Band 1^6»ie<«re«»ew**geSKsesîS> 5(a » « ) 19(a p o ) 9(a )  6 2 (a ) 1 7 (a )
Band 2^'f rm* r-f a i 9(apo) 17(@;%!,@) 24(a ,«5) 40( a9%9e ) 51(a,@ )
S â s O f 8(®so) 17(4,® ) 5 1 (a ,b ,q )  6f(cs®) 49(a.,'bs«
Band 4^ 19(e) 9 55(d,@ )
The figures quoted are mgo reoovdred from each band; the letters in parenthesis refer to the main GoLoGo peaks of oarbon numbers l6o2(a)@ 17o6(b)g 1606(c)g 19o4(d) and
20o5(e)o
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Fractions Kfh, mj2, Kg/j, BI0/2 and Bll/j wer® 
combined (mixture F) as were B9|4 and Eip|f
(mixture 0),
IdentifiGatlon of eeparatM.^^ 
lon^^bydroxar compoumdso
Methyl esters derived from the petroleum ether soluble 
a© Ida were examined by GoLoCc which showed peaks of the follow in, 
carbon numbers9 12oO, IJoS® l4*0g IgoSg X6oOg IToSg and I80O0 
After hydrogenation only four peak© were present in the chromâto 
grams 12*0g l^oOg 16*0 and I80O0
The original estera were rechj^d^atographed quantitative 
and the résulta obtained are given on p* S§ «
48*44The structure of the unaaturated acid©
The clear solution of ©odium aalt© obtained by wan 
aclda (Oo) go) on the water bath with an equal weight of 
sodium hydroxide diaaolved in water (3$ ml* ) wae oooledo After 
dilution with ice-cold water (240 ml*) the mixture wag ehaken 
at 10® while potassium permanganate solution (l^i 24 ml*) was 
added quiokly* After § mln* the liquid wa© decolourised with 
sulphur dioxide and concentrated hydrochloric acid (9 ml* ) 
addedo
The white floooulent precipitate of mixed dihydroxy 
acids was drained for a short time and washed with (a) petroleu
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ether (60-80®g 7<>5 ml* )g (b) warm petroleum ether (60-80® 5 
20 mlo)o The petroleum ether filtrates gave a white crystall­
ine solid (O0I6 go)o The insoluble dihydroxy acid® (O0O3 go) 
were dried in a vacuum desiccator over phosphorous pentoxide*
The dihydroxy acids (O0O3 go) were dissolved in a 
solution of potassium oarbonate (O0O4 g* in )0 mio water) and 
a solution of potassium periodate (0®08 go) and potassium 
permanganate (0*0009 go) in water (I4 ml*) added* The mixture 
was shaken for 24 hro at room temperatureg then acidified 
(dilute sulphuric aoid)g saturated with sodium ohlorideg 
extracted with petroleum ether (40-60®# 3 % 100 ml,) to remove 
the monobasic acids and extracted with ether () % 100 ml*) to 
give the dibasic aoid* The two acid extracts were washed with 
water () % 100 ml*) and the recovered acids methylated with 
methanolic hydrogen chloride (5^ )«
GoLoCo showed the presence of esters of carbon number 
7pO (major)g 8,0 (v,minor) and 9*0 (major) for the monobasic acid 
fraction but only a single peak corresponding to dimethyl 
aaelats was observed with the dibasic acid fraction*
These results Indicate that the unsaturated acids 
probably entirely of the Ù* type*
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The monohydroxy aoid of oarbon number 16*2.iriiiiiiHun— niTTTw iiiiri i i i tfi n rTTrfrrrrr‘"-n|iOTl»~ir i'ai>ii i i i  —«1 m,i*irirnmnmmrn#mi'wi mnr ii» - iirn  mm j i n Tiiiq»T i i law in ii nifBrii 1 mn  iwimmir 
The struct are of this acid was determined by 
lodlnation-deiodinatlon and by the Beckmann rearrangement of 
the corresponding keto acid using the small amount of material 
first isolated in a reasonably pure state (Fractions A3 2 and 
A3 3)« Analytical samples of the hydroxy and keto acids were 
prepared from the larger amount of the hydroxy ester obtained 
in later experiments (Fraction 392 )* 
lodlnation-delodlnatlon*
A portion of fractions ^ 3^ 2 and ^3^3 (O0O3 go)g iodine 
(O0I3 go) and red phosphorus (0*36 g,) were heated on a boiling 
water bath for 1 hr* after wh&ch the remaining iodine was 
evaporated under reduced pressure, The product was extracted 
with ether and the ethereal extracts washed with water (3 % 200 
mlo )g sodium bisulphite (5^ # 2 % 100 ml* ) and water (5 % 200 ml* ]
and dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate* Removal of the
solvent under reduced pressure gave the iodlnated ester (0*035 gc
This material (0*035 g*) refluxed with methanolic 
hydrogen chloride (15^# 5 ml*) in the presence of activated ginc 
(0*2 go)* The product was poured into waterg extracted with 
ether and worked up in the usual manner to give a yellow oil 
(O0O24 go), Examination of this product by G*L*Go gave one ^
peak with a carbon number of 14oOp proving that the compound
contained a straight chain of I4 carbon #bom8 *
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1 9Oxidation of the hydroxy ester to a keto eater and Beckmann 
rearrangement of its oximes,
A further portion of the eaters (40 mg*) was dissolved 
in glaoial acetie acid (1 ml*) and oxidised at room temperature 
with a similar weight of chromic anhydride in glacial acetic 
acid solution (1 ml*)* As the reaction is exothermicg the 
flask was cooled under running water* After 1 hr* the reaction 
mixture was poured into water (10 ml*) and sulphur dioxide 
passed into the solution* The resultant compound was extracted 
with etherg washed several times with water and the ethereal 
extracts dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate * Removal of the 
solvent under reduced pressure gave the oxidised material which 
was remethylated with methanollo hydrogen chloride (5^)# 
the keto-ester was extracted with ether to give an oil (0*04 g«) 
of carbon number 15*5*
The keto-ester in alcohol (80)&@ 1 ml* ) was mixed 
with solutions of hydroxylamina hydrochloride (OoOS go) in 
alcohol (8<%&# 1 mlo) and of fused sodium acetate (0*08 g*) in 
alcohol (80^ Oog ml*) and refluxed for 2 hr. The reaction 
mixture was poured into water and the mixed oximes extracted 
with ether and isolated as an oil (OoOg go)*
The mixture of oximes (0*0$ go) was heated with
concentrated sulphurio acid (0o2 ml*) at 100® for 1 hr*
(Beckmann rearrangement ). The product was cooled and twice 
this volume of water added slowly with cooling* The mixture 
was then boiled for 3 hr* to hydrolyse the amides. Water was 
added and the solution extracted with petroleum ether (40-60®) 
to remove the monobasic acid and with ether to remove the dibasic 
acid* These acids were methylated and examined by GoL*G* Each 
fraction showed single peaks corresponding to nonanoic ester 
and adipic ester*
A portion of fraction D2 was chromatographed twice more
on alumina columns to give material showing only one spot on
ToLoOo and one peak of carbon number l6o2 on G*L*Oo
This ester (0*26 go) was hydrolysed by boiling with
alcoholic potassium hydroxide (IB# g mlo) for 1 hr* The solution
was acidified (dilute hydrochloric acid) and the acid isolated
with ether, recrystallised from petroleum ether (40-60®) and
dried in a vacuum desiccator over phosphorjjiius pentozide.
This sample melted at 58-58og® and contained 0,68*4»
Hgllo4* requires G,68o8# Hgll*5^)o
Another sample of the hydroxy acid was oxidised as
already described and the keto-acld, after recrystallisation 
from etherypetroleum ether (1*1), melted at 69,5-70*5® smd
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contained 0,68*9$ H, 10*6, requires Og69o3l HglOoS)*
Other Hydroxy aoide in mixtures F and G,
The mixtures F and G were examined by GiLoCo and folio Go 
Mixture F contained 3 major peaks of oarbon numbers 16*2, 17o6 
and 18o6 and was shown by foI#*Co to contain only monohydroxy 
esterso Mixture G contained 2 major peaks of carbon numbers 
19*4 &zid 20*5 and was shown by foIioG* to contain mono- and 
dlhydroxy esters as well as more polar esters*
Samples of both mixtures were iodinated-deiodInated and
oxidised*
Mixture F (0,02 g*), iodine (Oolg g*) and red phosphorus 
(0*36 g*) were heated at 100® for 1 hr* The iodlnated product 
(O0O3 go ) was refluxed for 4 hr* with methanolic hydrogen 
chloride (15^ 0 5 ml* ) in the presence of activated slno (0*2 g* )* 
The product wae isolated with ether and 0eïi,G« examination gave 
carbon numbers of 12*0 (trace), 14*0 (approx* 50^) and 16*0 
(approx* 30@()o
A similar experiment on mixture 0 gave carbon numbers 
of 12*0 (trace), 14,0, IgoB, 16*0 and 18*0.
soPortions of both mixtures were oxidised
follows8
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Mixture F (0*025 g*) was dleeolved in acetone (2 ml*) 
and a solution of chromic anhydride (20 mg* ) was added dropwia© 
followed by water (1*25 ml* ) and concentrated sulphuric acid 
(0*2 ml*)* After addition of the reagent, the mixture wae 
stirred for 50 minutes at room temperature, poured into water 
and extracted with ether* The product, examined by G*L*C* 
after eeterification, ehowed peaks of oarbon numbers ISoSo 
16o9 and 18*8*
A aample of synthetic W  -bydroxyhexadeoanoic acid 
(oarbon number 18*6) was similarly oxidised and the product 
had oarbon number 18*9*
When synthetic W  -bydroxyhexadeoanoic ester wae run 
on OoIioO* with mixture F, no new peak waa obtained*
Mixture 0 was oxidised in a similar way* G«L*0* of 
the product showed aselaic ester (probably from aleuritic acid) 
and small peaks of oarbon numbers 16*0 and 16*9*
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